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EDITORIAL

D

ear Readers,

The Spring 2015 issue of Argo magazine will introduce you

to really interesting topics in the fields of risk management and
energy finance. Before deepening in the content of the newsletter, we would like to thank all the academics, professors, market
practitioners and contributors that have submitted their papers and
research to Argo until now: your job has been fully appreciated.
This time the Banking & Finance section presents two effective solutions to overcome the drawbacks of MonteCarlo (MC)
approach in financial risk calculation. The first solution is provided by Marco Bianchetti, Sergei Kucherenko and Stefano Scoleri that will review and apply the high-dimensional Quasi MonteCarlo (QMC) approach and the Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA)
to price and manage market risk (in terms of greeks) of increasingly complex derivative instruments. The second contribution deals with a Quantization approach in order to better evaluate counterparty risk: Michele Bonollo, Luca Di Persio, Immacolata Oliva and Andrea Semmoloni will show how this approach
improves CCR calculation with respect to the current MC one.
Shifting the focus to the Energy and Commodity Finance segment
of this issue, James Savage, Mark Cummins, and Jean Charpin
introduce us with a new real option valuation model which provided the user with a simultaneously optimized assessment with
respect to timing, size, and leverage for offshore wind investment under uncertainty. A further contribution features an article by Hilary Till, who develops an insightful analysis of indicators for taking long-term positions in oil futures contracts.
We conclude as usual by encouraging the submission of
contributions for the next issues of Argo in order to improve each time this newsletter.

Detailed information about

the process is indicated at the beginning.

New and challeng-

ing articles are upcoming with the next releases indeed.
Enjoy your reading!
Antonio Castagna
Andrea Roncoroni
Luca Olivo
Spring 2015
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Pricing and Risk
Management
with High-Dimensional Quasi Monte
Carlo and Global Sensitivity Analysis

The authors review and apply Quasi
Monte Carlo (QMC) and Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) techniques to pricing and risk management (greeks) of representative financial instruments of increasing complexity. Comparing QMC
vs standard MC results they find out
that the formers outperform the latters
in most cases, including the highestdimensional simulations and greeks calculations, showing faster and more stable convergence to exact or almost exact results.
Using GSA, they are
able to fully explain these findings in
terms of reduced effective dimension
of QMC simulation, allowed in most
cases by Brownian bridge discretization.1

credit, funding, capital valuation adjustments (CVA,
FVA, KVA, generically called XVAs) and on the risk
management side, for risk measures and capital
allocation. Furthermore, they are typically required
for regulatory risk internal models and validated by
regulators. The daily production of prices and risk
measures for large portfolios with multiple counterparties is a computationally intensive task, which
requires a complex framework and an industrial
approach. It is a typical high budget, high effort
project in banks.
In the past decades, much effort was devoted
to the application of Monte Carlo techniques2 to
derivatives pricing [4, 5, 12, 11]. The main reason is
that complex financial instruments usually cannot
be priced through analytical formulas, and the computation of high-dimensional integrals is required.
Monte Carlo simulation is, then, a common way to
tackle such problems, since it reduces integration
to function evaluations at many random points and
to averaging on such values. As a result, virtually
any product can be easily priced in any dimension.
However, this method is rather time consuming
and the convergence rate is slow, since the root
mean square error decays as N −1/2 , where N is
the number of sampled points. Various “variance
reduction” techniques exist, which can improve the
efficiency of the simulation, but they don’t modify
the convergence rate [12, 11].

Marco BIANCHETTI
Sergei KUCHERENKO
Stefano SCOLERI
owadays market and counterparty risk
measures, based on multi-dimensional,
multi-step Monte Carlo simulations, are
very important tools for managing risk, both on
the front office side, for sensitivities (greeks) and

N

Quasi Monte Carlo represents a very efficient

1 The

present work will be published in Wilmott Magazine.
Monte Carlo method was coined in the 1940s by John von Neumann, Stanislaw Ulam and Nicholas Metropolis, working on
nuclear weapons (Manhattan Project) at Los Alamos National Laboratory [41]. Metropolis suggested the name Monte Carlo, referring
to the Monte Carlo Casino, where Ulam’s uncle often gambled away his money [23]. Enrico Fermi is believed to have used some
kind of “manual simulation” in the 1930s, working out numerical estimates of nuclear reactions induced by slow neutrons, with no
computers [21, 23].
2 The
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alternative to standard Monte Carlo, capable to
achieve, in many cases, a faster convergence rate
and, hence, higher accuracy [12, 11, 24, 37, 38, 42, 17,
39]. The idea behind Quasi Monte Carlo methods is
to use, instead of pseudo-random numbers (PRN),
low discrepancy sequences (LDS, also known as
quasi-random numbers) for sampling points. Such
LDS are designed in such a way that the integration
domain is covered as uniformly as possible, while
PRN are known to form clusters of points and always leave some empty areas. Indeed, the very random nature of PRN generators implies that there is
a chance that newly added points end up near to
previously sampled ones, thus they are wasted in
already probed regions which results in rather low
convergence. On the contrary, LDS “know” about
the positions of previously sampled points and fill
the gaps between them. Among several known
LDS, Sobol’ sequences have been proven to show
better perfomance than others and for this reason
they are widely used in Finance [12, 11]. However,
it is also known that construction of efficient Sobol’
sequences heavily depends on the so-called initial
numbers and therefore very few Sobol’ sequence
generators show good efficiency in practical tests
[39].

is superior to MC if the effective dimension of an
integrand is not too large. The notion is based on
the ANalysis Of VAriances (ANOVA). In [19] it was
shown how the ANOVA components are linked to
the effectiveness of QMC integration methods. It
is important to measure the effective dimension in
order to predict the efficiency of a Quasi Monte
Carlo algorithm. Moreover, various techniques can
be used to reduce effective dimension and, thus,
improve efficiency: this is possible because the effective dimension3 can vary by changing the order
in which the variables are sampled. The optimal
way to achieve this can be a hard task, it could
depend on the specific model and a general solution is not known at present. One popular choice
in the financial literature on path-dependent option pricing [9, 16] is to apply the Brownian bridge
discretization to the simulation of the underlying
stochastic process, which is based on the use of
conditional distributions. Unlike the standard discretization, which generates values of the Brownian
motion sequentially along the time horizon, the
Brownian bridge discretization first generates the
Brownian motion value at the terminal point, then
it fills a midpoint using the value already found at
the terminal point and then subsequent values at
the successive midpoints using points already simulated at previous steps. In terms of QMC sampling,
this simulation scheme means that the first coordinate of the QMC vector is used to simulate the
terminal value of the Brownian motion, while subsequent coordinates are used to generate intermediate
points. There are many studies which show that superior performance of the QMC approach with the
Brownian bridge discretization in comparison with
the standard discretization using MC or QMC sampling, in application e.g. to Asian options [9, 16].
However, it was pointed in [31] that, in some cases,
the Brownian bridge can perform worse than the
standard discretization in QMC simulation. The
big question is how to know with certainty which
numerical scheme will provide superior efficiency
in QMC simulation. Global Sensitivity Analysis
(GSA) is the answer.

Compared to Monte Carlo, Quasi Monte Carlo
techniques also have some disadvantages. Firstly,
there is no “in sample” estimation of errors: since
LDS are deterministic, there is not a notion of probabilistic error. There have been developed some
techniques, known under the name of randomized
Quasi Monte Carlo, which introduce appropriate
randomizations in the construction of LDS, opening up the possibility of measuring errors through
a confidence interval while preserving the convergence rate of Quasi Monte Carlo [11]. The drawback
is the sacrifice of computational speed and, often,
of some precision. Secondly, effectiveness of Quasi
Monte Carlo depends on the integrand function,
and, most importantly, the convergence rate can
depend on the dimensionality of the problem. The
latter can be seen as a big obstacle, since many
problems in financial engineering (especially in risk
management) are known to be high-dimensional.
However, many financial applications have been
reported where Quasi Monte Carlo outperforms
standard Monte Carlo even in the presence of very
high dimensions [30, 28, 9, 14, 15, 16, 39]. This fact
is usually explained by a reduced effective dimension of the problem, with respect to its nominal
dimension. The concept of effective dimensions
was introduced in [9]. It was suggested that QMC

GSA is a very powerful tool in the analysis of
complex models as it offers a comprehensive approach to model analysis. Traditional sensitivity
analysis, called local within the present context, applied to a function f ( x ) is based on specifying a
point x0 in the function domain and then comput∂f
ing a derivative ∂x at x = x0 . GSA instead does not
require to specify a particular point x0 in the domain, since it explores the whole domain (hence the

3 Actually, the effective dimension in the truncation sense can be reduced in this way. See Section 2 for the formal definition of
effective dimensions.
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name global). It also quantifies the effect of varying
a given input (or set of inputs) while all other inputs
are varied as well, providing a measure of interactions among variables. GSA is used to identify key
parameters whose uncertainty most affects the output. This information can be used to rank variables,
fix unessential variables and decrease problem dimensionality. Reviews of GSA can be found in [38]
and [33]. The variance-based method of global sensitivity indices developed by Sobol’ [36] became
very popular among practitioners due to its efficiency and easiness of interpretation. There are two
types of Sobol’ sensitivity indices: the main effect
indices, which estimate the individual contribution
of each input parameter to the output variance, and
the total sensitivity indices, which measure the total
contribution of a single input factor or a group of
inputs.

Appendices.

Monte Carlo and Quasi Monte Carlo
Methods in Finance
General motivation
In Finance, many quantities of interest, such as
prices and greeks, are defined as expectation values
under a given probability measure, so their evaluation requires the computation of multidimensional
integrals of a (generally complicated) function.
Let’s consider a generic financial instrument
written on a single asset S with a single payment
date T. We denote the instrument’s payoff at time T
as P (St , θ ), where St is the underlying asset value
at time t ∈ [0, T ], and θ is a set of relevant parameters, including instrument parameters, such as
strikes, barriers, fixing dates of the underlying S,
callable dates, payment dates, etc., described in the
contract, and pricing parameters, such as interest
rates, volatilities, correlations, etc., associated with
the pricing model.
Using standard no-arbitrage pricing theory, see
e.g. [10], the price of the instrument at time t = 0 is
given by

For modelling and complexity reduction purposes, it is important to distinguish between the
model nominal dimension and its effective dimension. The notions of effective dimension in the truncation and superposition sense were introduced
in [9]. Further, Owen added the notion of “average dimension” which is more practical from the
computational point of view [20]. Definitions and
evaluations of effective dimensions are based on the
knowledge of Sobol’ sensitivity indices. Quite often
complex mathematical models have effective dimensions much lower than their nominal dimensions.
The knowledge of model effective dimensions is
very important since it allows to apply various
complexity reduction techniques. In the context
of quantitative Finance, GSA can be used to estimate effective dimensions of a given problem. In
particular, it can assess the efficiency of a particular
numerical scheme (such as the Brownian bridge or
standard discretizations).

V0 (θ ) = EQ [ D (0, T )P (St , θ )|F0 ],
 Z T

D (0, T ) = exp −
r (t)dt ,
0

(2)

where (Ω, F , Q) is a probability space with riskneutral probability measure Q and filtration Ft at
time t, EQ [ · ] is the expectation with respect to Q,
D (0, T ) is the stochastic discount factor, and r (t) is
the risk-neutral short spot interest rate. Notice that
the values of S at intermediate times t before final
payment date T may enter into the definition of the
payoff P .
In order to price the financial instrument, we
assume a generic Wiener diffusion model for the
dynamics of the underlying asset S,

The article is organized as follows: Section 1 contains a brief review on Quasi Monte Carlo methodology and on Low Discrepancy Sequences, with
particular emphasis on financial applications. Section 2 introduces GSA and the notions of effective
dimensions, establishing a link with QMC efficiency.
In Section 3 we present the results of prices and sensitivities (greeks) computation for selected payoffs:
both GSA and convergence analysis are performed,
with the purpose to compare MC and QMC efficiencies via a thorough error analysis. Finally
conclusions and directions of future work are given.
In particular we propose to apply our methodology to risk management issues, where a faster and
smoother convergence would represent a great advantage in terms of both computational effort and
budget. Some technical details are discussed in the
Spring 2015

(1)

dSt = µ (t, St ) dt + σ (t, St ) dWtP ,

(3)

with initial condition S0 , where P is the real-world
probability measure, µ is the real-world drift, σ is
the volatility, and WtP √
is a Brownian motion under
P, such that dWt ∼ Z dt, where Z ∼ N (0, 1) is a
standard normal random variable. The solution to
eq. (3) is given by
S t = S0 +

Z t
0

µ (u, Su ) du +

Z t
0

σ (u, Su ) dWuP , (4)

see e.g. [26]. In particular, in the Black-Scholes
model the underlying asset St follows a simple lognormal stochastic process
dSt = µ St dt + σ St dWtP ,
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with constant µ and σ. The solution to equation
(11) in a risk-neutral world (under the risk-neutral
probability measure Q) is given by4



1 2
Q
(6)
St = S0 exp r − σ t + σWt .
2

bridge discretization (BBD). In the SD scheme the
Brownian motion is discretized as follows:
q
∆Wj = ∆t j Zj , j = 1, . . . , D.
(12)
In the BBD scheme the first variate is used to generate the terminal value of the Brownian motion,
while subsequent variates are used to generate intermediate points, conditioned to points already
simulated at earlier and later time steps, according
to the following formula,

“Greeks” are derivatives of the price V0 (θ ) w.r.t. specific parameters θ. They are very important quantities which need to be computed for hedging and
risk management purposes. In the present work,
we will consider in particular the following greeks:
∂V0
,
∂S0
∂2 V0
Γ=
,
∂S02
∂V
V = 0,
∂σ
∆=

W0 = 0,
p
WD = ∆t D0 Z1 ,

(7)
(8)

∆tkj
∆t ji
Wj =
Wi +
W +
∆tki
∆tki k

(9)

ti < t j < t k ,

s

∆tkj ∆t ji
Zl ,
∆tki

(13)

l = 2, . . . , D,

called delta, gamma and vega, respectively. Notice
that, in the Black-Scholes model, delta is exactly
the hedge of the financial instrument w.r.t. the risky
underlying S, and vega is a derivative w.r.t. a model
parameter (the constant volatility σ in the BlackScholes SDE (11)).
The solution to the pricing equation (1) requires
the knowledge of the values of the underlying asset
S at the relevant contract dates T1 , . . . , Tn . Such values may be obtained by solving the SDE (4). If the
SDE cannot be solved explicitly, we must resort to
a discretization scheme, computing the values of S
on a time grid t1 , . . . , t D , where t1 < t2 < · · · < t D ,
and D is the number of time steps. Notice that the
contract dates must be included in the time grid,
T1 , . . . , Tn ⊂ t1 , . . . , t D . For example, the Euler discretization scheme consists of approximating the
integral equation (4) by


S j =S j−1 + µ t j−1 , S j−1 ∆t j + σ t j−1 , S j−1 ∆Wj ,

where ∆t ab = t a − tb . Unlike the SD scheme, which
generates the Brownian motion sequentially across
time steps, the BBD scheme uses different orderings: as a result, the variance in the stochastic part
of (13) is smaller than that in (12) for the same time
steps, so that the first few points contain most of
the variance. Both schemes have the same variance,
hence their MC convergence rates are the same, but
QMC sampling shows different efficiencies for SD
and BBD, which will be discussed in the following
sections.
The number D of time steps required in the
discretization of the SDE (10) is the nominal dimension of the computational problem: indeed, the
expectation value in (1) is formally an integral of
the payoff, regarded as a function of Z1 , . . . , ZD . In
general, financial instruments may depend on multiple underlying assets S1 , . . . , S M : in this case, the
dimension of the problem is given by D × M. In
j = 1, . . . , D,
conclusion, the pricing problem (1) is reduced to
(10)
the evaluation of high-dimensional integrals. This
motivates the use of Monte Carlo techniques.
where ∆t j = t j − t j−1 , ∆Wj = Wj − Wj−1 , and
Throughout this work, we will focus on the relat0 = 0. In particular, the discretization of the Blacktive effects of the dimension D and of the discretizaScholes solution (6) leads to
tion schemes on the MC and QMC simulations.



Thus, we will assume a simple Black-Scholes unσ2
∆t j + σ∆Wj , j = 1, . . . , D.
S j = S j−1 exp r −
derlying dynamics for simplicity. This choice will
2
(11)
be also useful as a reference case to interpret furClearly, the price in eq. (1) will depend on the disther results based on more complex dynamics5 . We
cretization scheme adopted. See [13] for the order
stress that using simple and solvable dynamics is an
of convergence of Euler and other discretization
approximation often used in risk management pracschemes.
tice for risk measures calculation on large portfolios
We consider two discretization schemes in eq.
with multiple underlying risk factors, because of
(11): standard discretization (SD) and Brownian
computational bottlenecks.
4 We
5 For

assume a constant interest rate r for simplicity. See e.g. [7], appendix B, for a generalization to stochastic interest rates.
example, we could introduce jumps or Heston dynamics, see e.g. [43].
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as in the case of lattice integration on a regular grid,
it decreases slowly with increasing N. Variance
reduction techniques, such as antithetic variables
[12, 11], only affect the numerator in (18).
In order to increase the rate of convergence, that
is to increase the power of N in the denominator
of (18), one has to resort to Low Discrepancy Sequences (LDS), also called Quasi Random Numbers
(QRNs), instead of PRNs. The discrepancy of a sequence xk kN=1 is a measure of how inhomogeneously
the sequence is distributed inside the unit hypercube H D . Formally, it is defined by [12]

Pseudo Random Numbers and Low Discrepancy
Sequences
Standard gaussian numbers Zj are computed
using transformation of uniform variates x j ∼
i.i.d. U (0, 1),
Z j = Φ −1 ( x j ),

j = 1, . . . , D,

(14)

where Φ−1 is the inverse cumulative distribution
function of the standard normal distribution. Hence
the pricing problem (1) can be reduced to the evaluation of integrals of the following generic form
V=

Z
HD

f ( x )d D x,

D
DN
( x1 , . . . , x N )


n S D ( ξ ), x1 , . . . , x N
= sup
− m(ξ ) ,
N
ξ∈HD

(15)

where H D = [0, 1] D is the D −dimensional unit hypercube. The standard Monte Carlo estimator of
(15) has the form
VN '

1
N

S D (ξ ) = [0, ξ 1 ) × · · · × [0, ξ D ) ⊂ H D ,
D

N

∑

f ( x k ),

m(ξ ) =

(16)

ε = |V − VN |.

∏ ξ j,
j =1

k =1

where xk kN=1 is a sequence of N random points in
H D . Sequences xk kN=1 are produced by appropriate
Random Number Generators (RNGs). In particular, Pseudo Random Number Generators (PRNGs)
are computer algorithms that produce deterministic sequences of pseudo random numbers (PRNs)
mimicking the properties of true random sequences.
Such sequences are completely determined by a set
of initial values, called the PRNG’s state. Thus,
pseudo random sequences are reproducible, using
the same set of state variables. PRNGs are characterized by the seed, i.e. a random number used
to initialize the PRNG, the period, i.e. the maximum length, over all possible state variables, of the
sequence without repetition, and the distribution
of the generated random numbers, which is generally uniform [0, 1). The most famous PRNG is
the Mersenne Twister [22], with the longest period
of 219937 − 1 and good equidistribution properties
guaranteed up to, at least, 623 dimensions. Pseudo
random sequences are known to be plagued by clustering: since new points are added randomly, they
don’t necessarily fill the gaps among previously
sampled points. This fact causes a rather slow convergence rate. Consider an integration error

where
h
i
n S D ( ξ ), x1 , . . . , x N
N

=

N

D

∑ 1{xk ∈S D (ξ )} = ∑ ∏ 1{xk,j ≤ξ j }

k =1

(20)

k =1 j =1

is the number of sampled points that are contained
in hyper-rectangle S D ⊂ H D . It can be shown that
the expected discrepancy of a pseudo
√ random sequence is of the order of ln(ln N )/ N. A Low Discrepancy Sequence is a sequence xk kN=1 in H D such
that, for any N > 1, the first N points x1 , . . . , x N
satisfy inequality
D
DN
( x1 , . . . , x N ) ≤ c ( D )

lnD N
,
N

(21)

for some constant c( D ) depending only on D [25].
Unlike PRNGs, Low Discrepancy Sequences are
deterministic sets of points. They are typically constructed using number theoretical methods. They
are designed to cover the unit hypercube as uniformly as possible. In the case of sequential sampling, new points take into account the positions of
already sampled points and fill the gaps between
them. Notice that a regular grid of points in H D
does not ensure low discrepancy, since projecting
adjacent dimensions easily produces overlapping
points.
A Quasi Monte Carlo (QMC) estimator of the
integral (15) is of the form (16) with the only difference that the sequence xk kN=1 is sampled using LDS
instead of PRNs. An upper bound for the QMC
integration error is given by the Koksma-Hlawka

(17)

By the Central Limit Theorem the root mean square
error of the Monte Carlo method is
h
i1/2
σf
ε MC = E(ε2 )
= √ ,
(18)
N
where σ f is the standard deviation of f ( x ). Although ε MC does not depend on the dimension D,
Spring 2015
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inequality
D
ε QMC ≤ V ( f )D N
=O

lnD N
N

this paper we will use the approach based on nonoverlapping LDSs, as in [37].
The most known LDS are Halton, Faure, Niederreiter and Sobol’ sequences. Sobol’ sequences, also
called LPτ sequences or (t, s) sequences in base 2
[25], became the most known and widely used LDS
in finance due to their efficiency [12, 11]. Sobol’
sequences were constructed under the following
requirements [35]:

!
,

(22)

where V ( f ) is the variation of the integrand function in the sense of Hardy and Krause, which is
finite for functions of bounded variation [17]. The
convergence rate of (22) is asymptotically faster
than (18), but it is rather slow for feasible N. Moreover, it depends on the dimensionality D. However,
eq. (22) is just an upper bound: what is observed
in most numerical tests [17, 9] is a power law
ε QMC ∼

c
,
Nα

1. Best uniformity of distribution as N → ∞.
2. Good distribution for fairly small initial sets.
3. A very fast computational algorithm.

(23)

The efficiency of Sobol’ LDS depend on the socalled initialisation numbers. In this work we
used SobolSeq8192 generator provided by BRODA
[6]. SobolSeq is an implementation of the 8192
dimensional Sobol’ sequences with modified initialisation numbers. Sobol’ sequences produced by
SobolSeq8192 can be up to and including dimension 213 , and satisfy additional uniformity properties: Property A for all dimensions and Property
A’ for adjacent dimensions (see [39] for details6 ).
It has been found in [39] that SobolSeq generator
outperforms all other known LDS generators both
in speed and accuracy.

where the value of α depends on the model function and, therefore, is not a priori determined as for
MC. When α > 0.5 the QMC method outperforms
standard MC: this situation turns out to be quite
common in financial problems. We will measure α
for some representative financial instruments, showing that its value can be very close to 1 when the
effective dimension of f is low, irrespective of the
nominal dimension D. The concept of effective dimension, and the methodology to compute it, will
be introduced in the following sections.
We stress that, since LDS are deterministic, there
are no statistical measures like variances associated
with them. Hence, the constant c in (23) is not
a variance and (23) does not have a probabilistic
interpretation as for standard MC. To overcome
this limitation, Owen suggested to introduce randomization into LDS at the same time preserving
their superiority to PRN uniformity properties [8].
Such LDS became known as scrambled (see also [11]).
In practice, the integration error for both MC and
QMC methods for any fixed N can be estimated
by computing the following error averaged over L
independent runs:
v
u

u1 L 
(`) 2
ε N = t ∑ V − VN
,
(24)
L `=1

Global Sensitivity Analysis and Effective
Dimensions
As we mentioned in the Introduction and Section 1,
effective dimension is the key to explain the superior efficiency of QMC w.r.t. MC. Hence, it is crucial
to develop techniques to estimate the effective dimension and to find the most important variables
in a MC simulation.
The variance-based method of global sensitivity
indices developed by Sobol’ became very popular
among practitioners due to its efficiency and easiness of interpretation [38, 33]. There are two types
of Sobol’ sensitivity indices: the main effect indices,
which estimate the individual contribution of each
input parameter to the output variance, and the
total sensitivity indices, which measure the total
contribution of a single input factor or a group of
inputs. Sobol’ indices can be used to rank variables
in order of importance, to identify non-important
variables, which can then be fixed at their nominal
values to reduce model complexity, and to analyze
the efficiency of various numerical schemes.
Consider a mathematical model described by
an integrable function f ( x ), where the input x =
( x1 , . . . , x D ) is taken in a D-dimensional domain Ω

where V is the exact, or estimated at a very large
extreme value of N → ∞, value of the integral and
(`)

VN is the simulated value for the `th run, performed using N PRNs, LDS, or scrambled LDS.
For MC and QMC based on scrambled LDS, runs
based on different seed points are statistically independent. In the case of QMC, different runs are
obtained using non overlapping sections of the LDS.
Actually, scrambling LDSs weakens the smoothness
and stability properties of the Monte Carlo convergence, as we will see in Section 3. Hence, in
6 BRODA

releases also SobolSeq32000 and SobolSeq64000
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and the output is a scalar. Without loss of generality, we choose Ω to be the unit hypercube H D . The
input variables x1 , . . . , x D can, then, be regarded
as independent uniform random variables each defined in the unit interval [0, 1]. The starting point
of global sensitivity analysis (GSA) is the analysis
of variance (ANOVA) decomposition of the model
function,
f ( x ) = f 0 + ∑ f i ( xi ) + ∑ f ij ( xi , x j ) + . . .
i< j

i

by a sum of effects of single variables; higher order
Sobol’ indices Si1 ···is , with s > 2, measure the interactions among multiple variables, i.e. the fraction
of total variance due to variables xi1 , . . . , xis which
cannot be explained by a sum of effects of single
variables or lower order interactions.
The calculation of Sobol’ sensitivity indices in
eq. (30) requires, in principle, 2D valuations of
the multi-dimensional integrals in eq. (29), which
is a very cumbersome, or even impossible, computational task. Furthermore, for practical purposes, and in particular when the function f has
low order interactions, it is not actually necessary to know all the possible Sobol’ indices, but
just an appropriate selection of them. Thus, it is
very useful to introduce Sobol’ indices for subsets of variables and total Sobol’ indices. Let
y = xi1 , . . . , xim ⊆ x, 1 ≤ i1 ≤ . . . , ≤ im ≤ D, be
a subset of x, and z = y{ ⊆ x its complementary
subset, and define

(25)

· · · + f 1 2··· D ( x1 , . . . , x D ) .
The expansion (25) is unique, provided that
Z 1
0

f i1 ···is ( xi1 , . . . , xis )dxik = 0 ,

∀k = 1, . . . , s .

(26)
The ANOVA decomposition expands the function
f into a sum of terms, each depending on an increasing number of variables: a generic component f i1 ···is ( xi1 , . . . , xis ), depending on s variables, is
called an s-order term. It follows from (26) that the
ANOVA decomposition is orthogonal and that its
terms can be explicitly found as follows,
f0 =
f i ( xi ) =
f ij ( xi , x j ) =

Z
HD

D

Sy =

H D −1

Z
H D −2

Sytot

f ( x ) ∏ dxk − f 0 ,
k 6 =i

f (x)

∏ dxk

− f 0 − f i ( x i ) − f j ( x j ),

k 6=i,j

(27)
and so on. If f is square-integrable, its variance
decomposes into a sum of partial variances:
σ2 =

∑ σi2 + ∑ σij2 + . . . + σ122 ···D ,
i

Sy =

0

σ2 =

(29)

f0 =

Sobol’ sensitivity indices are defined as
Si1 ···is =

σi21 ···is
σ2

Z 1
0

[ f (y0 , z0 ) − f 0 ][ f (y0 , z)+

1
2σ2
Z 1
0

Z 1
0

Z 1
0

[ f (y, z) − f (y0 , z)]2 dy dz dy0 ,

f 2 (y, z)dy dz − f 02 ,

(32)

f (y, z)dy dz ,

where the integration variables are the components
of the vectors y, z, y0 , z0 , such that x = y ∪ z, and
the first two integrals depend on the choice of y.
Such integrals can be evaluated, in general, via
MC/QMC techniques [17, 32].
Furthermore, usually enough information is already given by the first order indices Si and by
corresponding total effect indices Sitot , linked to a
single variable y = xi . For these Sobol’ indices, it’s
easy to see that

(30)

and measure the fraction of total variance accounted by each f i1 ···is term of the ANOVA decomposition. From (28) it follows that all Sobol’ indices
are non negative and normalized to 1. First order
Sobol’ indices Si measure the effect of single variables xi on the output function; second order Sobol’
indices Sij measure the interactions between pairs
of variables, i.e. the fraction of total variance due
to variables xi and x j which cannot be explained
Spring 2015

1
σ2

− f (y, z)]dy dz dy0 dz0 ,

i< j

f i21 ···is ( xi1 , . . . , xis )dxi1 · · · dxis .

(31)

= 1 − Sz ,

(28)

where
σi21 ···is =

Si1 ···is ,

where K = {i1 , . . . , im }. Notice that 0 ≤ Sy ≤ Sytot ≤
1. The quantity Sytot − Sy accounts for all the interactions between the variables in subsets y and z. It
turns out that there exist efficient formulas which
allow to avoid the knowledge of ANOVA components and to compute Sobol’ indices directly from
the values of function f [36]. These formulas are
based on the following integrals,

Sytot =
Z 1

∑

s=1 (i1 <···<is )∈K

f ( x )d D x,

Z

∑

• Sitot = 0: the output function does not depend
on xi ,
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Type
A
B
C

Description
Few important variables
Low-order interactions
High-order interactions

Relationship between SI
Sytot /|y|  Sztot /|z|
Si ' S j , Si ' Sitot , ∀ i, j
Si ' S j , Si  Sitot , ∀ i, j

Eff. dimensions
dS ≤ d T  D
dS  d T ' D
dS ' d T ' D

TABLE 1: Classification of functions w.r.t. their dependence on variables, based on GSA.

• Si = 1: the output function depends only on
xi ,

not all equally important and the effective dimension in the truncation sense d T is small, such that
dS ≤ d T  D. They are characterized by the following relationship

• Si = Sitot : there is no interaction between xi
and other variables.

Sytot

Notice that just D + 2 function evaluations for each
MC trial are necessary to compute all Si and Sitot
indices in eqs. (): one function evaluation at point
x = y, z, one at point x 0 = y0 , z0 , and D evaluations
at points x 00 = y0 , z, ∀ y0 = xi , i = 1, . . . , D.
We stress that the approach presented above is
applicable only to the case of independent input
variables, which admits a unique ANOVA decomposition. In the case of dependent (correlated) input
variables, the computation of variance-based global
sensitivity indices is more involved. A generalization of GSA to dependent variables can be found in
[18].
We finally come to the notion of effective dimensions, firstly introduced in [9]. Let |y| be the
cardinality of a subset of variables y. The effective
dimension in the superposition sense, for a function
f of D variables, is the smallest integer dS such that

∑

Sy ≥ 1 − ε

|y|

Sztot
,
|z|

(36)

where y ⊆ x is a leading subset of variables,
z = y{ ⊆ x its complementary subset. Functions
with equally important variables have d T ' D and
they can be further divided in two groups: type
B and C functions. Type B functions have dominant low-order interactions and small effective dimension in the superposition sense dS , such that
dS  d T ' D. For such functions, Sobol’ indices
satisfy the following relationships:
Si ' Sitot ,

D

∀ i = 1, . . . , D,

∑ Si ' 1.

(37)

i =1

Type C functions have dominant higher-order interactions
Si  Sitot ,

D

∑ Si  1

(38)

i =1

and effective dimensions dS ' d T ' D. This classification is summarized in Table 1.
Owen introduced in [27] the notion of the average dimension d A , which can assume fractional
values, defined as

(33)

0<|y|<dS

for some threshold ε (arbitrary and usually chosen
to be less than 5%). If a function has an effective
dimension dS in the superposition sense, it can be
approximated by a sum of dS -dimensional terms,
with an approximation error below ε.
The effective dimension in the truncation sense is
the smallest integer d T such that

∑



d A :=

∑

| y | Sy ,

(39)

0<|y|< D

and showed that it can be rather straightforwardly
computed as
D

Sy ≥ 1 − ε.

(34)

dA =

y⊆{1,2,...,d T }

(40)

i =1

It has been suggested in [40] that QMC should outperform MC when d A . 3. This is confirmed in our
findings, see paragraph 2 in Section 3.
It has been proved in many works [17, 9, 27] that
QMC outperforms MC regardless of the nominal
dimension whenever the effective dimension is low
in one or more senses. Hence, in the case of type A
and type B functions (we assume that functions are
sufficiently smooth), QMC always outperform MC,
while for type C functions the two methods are
expected to have similar efficiency. Actually, type
A and B functions are very common in financial

The effective dimension dS does not depend on the
order of sampling of variables, while d T does. In
general, the following inequality holds,
dS ≤ d T ≤ D.

∑ Sitot .

(35)

Effective dimensions can be estimated solely from
indices Si and Sitot using eqs. () with y = i, as
described in [17], where relationships among such
indices are used to classify functions in three categories according to their dependence on variables.
For the so-called type A functions, variables are
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problems. We also note that the performance of
the QMC method for Type A functions sometimes,
but not always, can be greatly improved by using
effective dimension reduction techniques, such as
Brownian bridge, which will be demonstrated in
the following section.

Such selection guarantees an increasing level of
complexity and path-dependency. The European
call is included just as a simple reference case, for
which analytical formulas are available for price
and greeks, see e.g. [43]. The Asian call with arithmetic average is the simplest and most diffused
non-European payoff; we choose geometric average
payoff such that analytical formulas are available7 .
The double barrier is another very diffused payoff
with stronger path-dependency. Finally, the Cliquet option is a typical strongly path-dependent
payoff based on the performance of the underlying
stock. Clearly, many other possible payoffs could
be added to the test (e.g. autocallable), but we think
that such selection should be complete enough to
cover most of the path-dependency characteristics
relevant in the Monte Carlo simulation. We assume
that the underlying process St follows a geometric
Brownian motion as described in the first paragraph
of Section 1, with the following model parameters:

Test Cases and Numerical Results
In this section we apply MC and QMC techniques to
high-dimensional pricing problems. Our aim is to
test the efficiency of QMC with respect to standard
MC in computing prices and greeks (delta, gamma,
vega) for selected payoffs P with increasing degree
of complexity and path-dependency.
Selected Payoffs and Test Set-Up
We selected the following instruments as test cases.
1. European call:

• spot: S0 = 100,

P =max(SD −K,0).

• volatility: σ = 0.3,
• number of time steps: D = 32.

2. Asian call:

P =max(S̄−K,0),

The process St is discretized across D time steps
t1 < · · · < t j < · · · < t D , so that SD is its value at
maturity. Recall that, in the single asset case, the
number of time simulation steps is equal to the dimension of the path-dependent simulation. As discussed at the end of Section 1, we choose a simple
dynamics for St because our main goal to compare
MC and QMC simulations w.r.t. the effect of the
dimension D and of the discretization schemes.
The numerical computations are performed in
Matlab using three different sampling techniques:


1/D
S̄= ∏ D
.
j =1 S j

3. Double knock-out:

P =max(SD −K,0) 1{Bl <Sj <Bu } ,
∀ j=1,...,D.

4. Cliquet:

P =max



 


S j − S j −1
,F .
∑D
j=1 max 0,min C, S
j −1

• MC+SD + antithetic variables + Mersenne
Twister generator,

In the above definitions, K denotes the strike price,
Bl and Bu are the values of the lower and upper barrier, respectively, C is a local cap and F is a global
floor. In all test cases we use the following payoff
parameters:

• QMC+SD + SobolSeq8192 generator,
• QMC+BBD + SobolSeq8192 generator.
The notations for the simulation parameters are:

• maturity: T = 1,

• N: number of simulated paths for the underlying,

• strike: K = 100,
• lower barrier: Bl = 0.5 S0 ,

• D: number of time steps used to discretize
each underlying’s path,

• upper barrier: Bu = 1.5 S0 ,

• L: number of independent runs.
Notice that, using the Black-Scholes model, the
number D of time steps is also the nominal dimension of the MC simulation. Following the specifics

• global floor: F = 0.16,
• local cap: C = 0.08.
7 See

e.g. [43] and references therein.
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z0 = x10 , . . . , xi0−1 , xi0+1 , . . . , x 0D . Here xi are the uniform variates xi ∼ i.i.d. U [0, 1] used in eq. (14).
The integrals in eqs. () are computed using QMC
simulation with the following parameters:

of Sobol’ sequences, we take N = 2 p , where p is an
integer, since this guarantees the lowest discrepancy
properties.
Simulation errors ε N are analyzed by computing the root mean square error (RMSE) as defined
by (24), where V is a reference value of prices or
greeks given by analytical formulas (for European
and geometric Asian options) or simulated with a
large number of scenarios (N = 223 ) (for Double
Knock-out and Cliquet options). To assess and compare performance of MC and QMC methods with
different discretization schemes, we compute the
scaling of the RMSE as a function of N by fitting
the function ε N with a power law c N −α (23). In the
MC case, the value of α is expected to be 0.5 in all
situations, while in the QMC case it is expected to
be higher than 0.5 for Type A and B functions.
Finally, greeks for the payoffs above are computed via finite differences, using central difference
formulas for delta, gamma and vega, with shift
parameter e,

• number of simulations: N = 217 ,
• shift parameter for finite difference8 : e =
10−4 , 10−3 , 10−2 .
Effective dimensions are estimated in the following way:
• The effective dimension in the truncation
sense d T is computed using inequality (36),
looking for a minimal set of variables
y = x1 , . . . , xdT such that the quantity
Sztot |y|/Sytot |z| is smaller than 1%. Since the
calculation of d T depends on the order of
sampling variables, the result depends on the
discretization scheme used, that is SD or BBD.

∂V0P
V P (S0 + h) − V0P (S0 − h)
,
' 0
∂S0
2h
∂2 V0P
V0P (S0 + h) − 2V0P (S0 ) + V0P (S0 − h)
ΓP =
'
,
h2
∂S02

∆P =

∂V P
V P (σ + h) − V0P (σ − h)
VP = 0 ' 0
,
∂σ
2h

(41)

• The effective average dimension d A is computed according to eq. (40).
The results of GSA for the SD are shown in Figures
1-4. Measures based on Sobol’ indices are provided
in Table 2. These measures are used to compute
effective dimensions and to classify integrands in
(15) corresponding to prices and greeks according
to Table 1.
From these results shown in Fig. 1-4 we draw
the following conclusions:

where the increment h is chosen to be h = eS0 , for
delta and gamma, and h = e, for vega, for a given
“shift parameter” e. Notice that the calculation of
price and three greeks using eqs. (41) and payoffs
(1-4) above requires Np = 5 + 5 + 5 + 3 = 18 functions evaluations (the Cliquet has null delta and
gamma). In the MC simulations for greeks we use
path recycling of both pseudo random and LDS
sequences to minimize the variance of the greeks,
as suggested in [12] and [11]. Notice that the analysis of the RMSE for greeks is, in general, more
complex than that for prices, since the variance of
the MC simulation mixes with the bias due to the
approximation of derivatives with finite differences
with shift e. We discuss how to deal with this issue
in Appendix A.

1. European option (Figure 1): price, delta and
vega are type B functions, while gamma is
type C function.
2. Asian option (Figure 2): price, and vega are
type B functions, while delta and gamma are
type C function.
3. Double KO option (Figure 3): price and all
greeks are type C functions.
4. Cliquet option (Figure 4): price and vega
are type B functions with dS = 1 (delta and
gamma for a Cliquet option are null). We
recall that dS = 1 means that there are no
interactions among variables.

Global Sensitivity Analysis for Prices and
Greeks
Sobol’ indices Si and Sitot are computed for both the
standard and Brownian bridge discretizations using
eqs. (), where f is the relevant model function (the
instrument payoff or a greek with finite differences)
and y = xi , y0 = xi0 , z = x1 , . . . , xi−1 , xi+1 , . . . , x D ,
8 See

• The effective dimension in the superposition
sense dS is estimated using dimension d T as
an upper bound according to inequality (35).
In order to distinguish between Type B and
Type C functions, we look at ratios Si /Sitot
and ∑i Si according to eqs. (37), (38).

The analogous results of GSA for BBD are
shown in Figures 5-8 and in Table 3. From these
results we draw the following conclusions:

Appendix A.
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Payoff
European

Asian

Double KO

Cliquet

Si /Stot
i
0.49
0.26→0.23
10−4 → 10−2
0.33
0.54→0.43
0.32→ 10−2
10−4 → 10−2
0.42→0.01
0.01→0.15
0.01→ 0.12
10−5 → 10−7
10−5 → 10−8
1
1

Function
Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Vega

∑i Si
0.68
0.77
10−4 → 10−2
0.543
0.714
0.71→0.74
10−4 → 10−2
0.611
0.22
0.22
10−4 → 10−2
10−4 → 10−2
1
1

dT
32
32
32
32
< 32
32
32
< 32
32
32
32
32
32
32

dS
< 32
< 32
32
< 32
< 32
< 32
32
< 32
< 32
< 32
32
32
1
1

dA
1.40
3.2
32
1.64
1.38
3.5
31 → 25
1.57
8.5
7.6
31.2 → 29.8
28
1
1

Effect of ffl
small
high
no
small
high
no
no
high
high
no

TABLE 2: Summary of GSA metrics and effective dimensions of prices and greeks for SD scheme. Arrow “→” in the column for
Si /Sitot denotes the change in the value with the increase of index i and/or with the increase of shift parameter e; in the column for
∑i Si it denotes the change in the value with the increase of shift parameter e. The numerical computation of the figures in this table
required Np × ( D + 2) × Ne × N = 18 × 34 × 3 × 217 = 240, 648, 192 function evaluations. We show significant digits only, we do
not show MC errors because of limited space.
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FIGURE 1: European call option price ( a) and greeks (b), (c), (d), SD, D = 32. First order Sobol’ indices Si and total sensitivity
indices Sitot versus time step i.
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FIGURE 2: Asian call option. Parameters as in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 3: Double Knock-out call option. Parameters as in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 4: Cliquet option. Parameters as in Figure 1. Delta and gamma are null for Cliquet options.

1. European option (Figure 5): price and all
greeks are type A functions with dS = 1. The
value of sensitivity indexes for the first input,
corresponding to the terminal value t = T, is
' 1, while the following variables have sensitivity indexes ' 0. Clearly, BBD is much
more efficient than SD.

GSA, in most cases for BBD the low index variables (terminal values of time steps, mid-values
and so on) are much more important than higher
index variables. The BBD uses lower index, well distributed coordinates from each D-dimensional LDS
vector to determine most of the structure of a path,
and reserves other coordinates to fill in finer details. That is, well distributed coordinates are used
for important variables and other not so well distributed coordinates are used for far less important
variables. This results in a significantly improved
accuracy of QMC integration. However, this technique does not always improve the efficiency of the
QMC method as e.g. for Cliquet options: in this
case GSA reveals that for SD all inputs are equally
important and, moreover, there are no interactions
among them, which is an ideal case for application of Sobol’ low discrepancy sequences; the BBD,
on the other hand, favoring higher index variables
destroys independence of inputs introducing interactions, which leads to higher values of dS and d A .
As a result, we observe degradation in performance
of the QMC method.

2. Asian option (Figure 6): price, delta and vega
are type A functions. Comments as for the
European option above. Gamma remains a
type C function as for SD.
3. Double KO option (Figure 7): price, delta and
gamma are type A functions. Comments as
for the Asian option above. Vega remains a
type C function as for SD.
4. Cliquet option (Figure 8): price is a type A
function. Similarly to the European option,
the value of sensitivity indexes for the first
input, corresponding to the terminal value
t = T, is ' 1, while the following values of Si
are ' 0. Vega is a type C function, since the
ratio Si /Sitot reaches small values revealing
interacting variables. Thus in this case BBD is
much less efficient than SD.

Performance Analysis
In this section we compare the relative performances of MC and QMC techniques. This analysis
is crucial to establish if QMC outperforms MC, and
in what sense.
Firstly, following the suggestion of [12], Section
14.4, we analyze convergence diagrams for prices
and greeks, showing the dependence of the MC simulation error upon the number of MC paths. The
results for the four payoffs are shown in Figures
9-12 in which we observe what follows:

In conclusion, prices and greeks are always Type B
or C functions for QMC+SD (Table 2), while they
are predominantly Type A functions, with a few
exceptions, for QMC+BBD (Table 3). In most cases
switching from SD to BBD reduces the effective
dimension in the truncation sense d T .
The different efficiency of QMC+BBD vs
QMC+SD is completely explained by the properties
of Sobol’ low discrepancy sequences. The initial coordinates of Sobol’ LDS are much better distributed
than the later high dimensional coordinates [11, 9].
The BBD changes the order in which inputs (linked
with time steps) are sampled. As follows from
Spring 2015

1. European option (Figure 9): QMC+BBD outperforms both QMC+SD and MC+SD in all
cases (the 3-sigma regions for QMC+BBD are
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Payoff
European

Asian

Double KO

Cliquet

Si /Stot
i
1
1
1
1
0.853→0.4
0.733→0.01
10−2 → 10−4
0.802→0.03
0.70→0.01
0.83→0.01
1
10−4 → 0.2
0.978→0.2
0.595→0.001

Function
Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Vega

∑i Si
1
1
1
1
0.875
0.778
0.022 → 10−4
0.827
0.70
0.83
1 → 0.95
10−6 → 10−4
0.892
0.32

dT
1
1
1
1
2
4
32
2
'2
2
1
32
'2
' 32

dS
1
1
1
1
≤2
≤4
32
≤2
≤2
≤2
1
32
≤2
≤ 32

dA
1
1
1
1
1.13
1.68 → 1.43
31 → 8
1.20
1.63
1.37
1.0
4.8 → 3.9
1.19
2.6

Effect of ffl
no
no
no
small
high
no
no
small
high
no

TABLE 3: Summary of GSA metrics and effective dimensions of prices and greeks for BBD scheme. Details as in Table 2.
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FIGURE 5: European call option price ( a) and greeks (b), (c), (d), BBD, D = 32. First order Sobol’ indices Si and total sensitivity
indices Sitot versus time step i.
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FIGURE 8: Cliquet option. Details as in Figure 5.

systematically smaller). We also note that for
price, delta and vega, the QMC+BBD convergence is practically monotonic, which makes
on-line error approximation possible. For
gamma, the QMC+BBD convergence is much
less oscillating than for MC+SD.

slopes and intercepts from linear regression are presented in tabs. 4 and 5 for all test cases. We observe
what follows.
1. European option (Figure 13): QMC+BBD outperforms other methods, having the highest
rate of convergence α and the smallest intercept. QMC+SD for price and vega has
higher rate of convergence α but also somewhat higher intercepts than MC+SD. It performs marginally better for delta and as good
as MC+SD for gamma in terms of α values.

2. Asian option (Figure 10): QMC+BBD outperforms both QMC+SD and MC+SD for price
and vega. For delta, QMC with both SD and
BBD is marginally better than MC+SD. For
gamma, QMC with both SD and BBD has
nearly the same efficiency as MC+SD. The
QMC+BBD convergence is also smoother for
price, delta and vega.

2. Asian option (Figure 14): for price and vega
QMC+BBD and QMC+SD have higher α than
MC+ SD, with QMC+BBD being the most efficient. They also have slightly higher α for
delta, but both have lower intercepts than MC.
For gamma all methods show similar convergence.

3. Double KO option (Figure 11): QMC+BBD
outperforms both QMC+SD and MC+SD in
all cases.
4. Cliquet option (Figure 12): QMC+SD outperforms QMC+BBD and MC+SD in all cases.
QMC+BBD outperforms MC+SD only for
price.

3. Double KO option (Figure 15): QMC+BBD
has the highest α although its highest value
α = 0.61 (for gamma) is lower than α for European and Asian options (with an exception
of gamma of Asian option). Its intercepts for
price, delta and gamma also have the lowest
values among all methods. The QMC+SD is
as efficient as MC.

Next, we analyze the relative performance of
QMC vs MC in terms of convergence rate. We plot
in Figures 13-16 the root mean square error, eq. (24),
versus the number of MC scenarios N in Log-Log
scale. In all our tests we have chosen an appropriate
range for N such that, in the computation of greeks,
the bias term is negligible with respect to the variance term (see Appendix A for details). Hence, the
observed relations are, with good accuracy, linear,
therefore the power law (23) is confirmed, and the
convergence rates α can be extracted as the slopes
of the regression lines. Furthermore, also the intercepts of regression lines provide useful information
about the efficiency of the QMC and MC methods:
in fact, lower intercepts mean that the simulated
value starts closer to the exact value. The resulting

4. Cliquet option (Figure 16): QMC+SD has the
highest α, close to 1.0. It also has the lowest intercepts among all methods. QMC+BBD has
higher α but similar intercepts in comparison
with MC+SD.
We stress that slopes and intercepts shown in the
previous figures 13-16 do not depend on the details
of the simulations, in particular the MC seed or
the LDS starting point, since we are averaging over
L = 30 runs.
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FIGURE 10: Asian call option. e = 5 × 10−3 . Other details as in Figure 9.
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Payoff
European

Asian

Double KO

Cliquet

Function
Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Vega

MC+SD
-0.3 ± 0.1
-2.0 ± 0.1
-2.0 ± 0.1
0.4 ± 0.1
-0.5 ± 0.1
-2.2 ± 0.1
-2.1 ± 0.2
0.1 ± 0.1
-0.4 ± 0.1
-1.8 ± 0.1
-2.4 ± 0.1
1.1 ± 0.1
-2.4 ± 0.1
-2.0 ± 0.1

QMC+SD
-0.2 ± 0.1
-1.6 ± 0.1
-2.1 ± 0.1
0.4 ± 0.1
-0.5 ± 0.1
-1.7 ± 0.1
-2.1 ± 0.1
-0.1 ± 0.1
-0.3 ± 0.1
-1.6 ± 0.1
2.1 ± 0.1
1.3 ± 0.1
-3.2 ± 0.1
-2.7 ± 0.1

QMC+BBD
-0.84 ± 0.01
-2.64 ± 0.01
-2.8 ± 0.2
-0.13 ± 0.01
-1.0 ± 0.1
-1.9 ± 0.1
-2.0 ± 0.1
-0.4 ± 0.1
-0.7 ± 0.1
-2.1 ± 0.1
-2.9 ± 0.1
1.3 ± 0.2
-2.5 ± 0.3
-1.7 ± 0.2

TABLE 4: Intercepts from linear regression with their errors, for MC+SD with antithetic variables, QMC+SD and QMC+BBD,
L = 30 runs. Results are shown for N = 102.5 paths.

Payoff
European

Asian

Double KO

Cliquet

Function
Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Vega

MC+SD
-0.46 ± 0.03
-0.49 ± 0.03
-0.51 ± 0.02
-0.45 ± 0.03
-0.50 ± 0.02
-0.49 ± 0.03
-0.53 ± 0.05
-0.51 ± 0.02
-0.49 ± 0.03
-0.49 ± 0.02
-0.45 ± 0.03
-0.50 ± 0.03
-0.51 ± 0.02
-0.48 ± 0.02

QMC+SD
-0.71 ± 0.03
-0.56 ± 0.02
-0.51 ± 0.01
-0.69 ± 0.03
-0.70 ± 0.03
-0.59 ± 0.02
-0.49 ± 0.03
-0.64 ± 0.04
-0.49 ± 0.02
-0.52 ± 0.03
-0.51 ± 0.02
-0.53 ± 0.02
-1.00 ± 0.03
-0.86 ± 0.04

QMC+BBD
-0.901 ± 0.003
-0.926 ± 0.004
-0.98 ± 0.04
-0.869 ± 0.003
-0.85 ± 0.01
-0.61 ± 0.03
-0.50 ± 0.03
-0.75 ± 0.01
-0.56 ± 0.03
-0.55 ± 0.02
-0.61 ± 0.02
-0.57 ± 0.04
-0.72 ± 0.09
-0.62 ± 0.04

TABLE 5: Slopes from linear regression with their errors, as in Table 4. In a few cases we show three decimals since the MC error is
lower.
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In conclusion, QMC+BBD generally outperforms the other methods, except for asian gamma
where all methods show similar convergence properties and Cliquet option for which QMC+SD is the
most efficient method.

interval in eq. (45) makes our speed-up analysis
reliable, at least when coupled with the stability
analysis described in the next paragraph.
Stability Analysis
We have already observed that QMC convergence
is often smoother than MC (see Figures 9-12): such
monotonicity and stability guarantee better convergence for a given number of paths N. In order to quantify monotonicity and stability of the
various numerical techniques, the following strategy is used: we divide the range of path simulations N in 10 windows of equal length, and we
compute the sample mean mi and the sample standard deviation (“volatility”) si for each window
i. Then, log-returns log(mi /mi−1 ) and volatilities
si , for i = 2, . . . , 10, are used as measures of, respectively, monotonicity and stability: “monotonic”
convergence will show non oscillating log-returns
converging to zero, “stable” convergence will show
low and almost flat volatility. We performed stability analysis for MC and QMC methods. For
QMC we used two different generators: pure QMC
with Broda generator and randomized Quasi Monte
Carlo (rQMC) with Matlab generator9 . The results
are shown in Figures 17-20.
We observe that, in general, QMC+Broda and
rQMC+Matlab are more monotonic and stable than
MC+SD. However, this fact is less evident for Asian
delta and gamma, where QMC lacks monotonicity
and stability w.r.t. MC, with QMC+BRODA being
slightly more stable than rQMC+Matlab. As we
know from the results of GSA for this case, higher
order interactions are present and the effective dimensions are large (see Table 3).
In order to understand also the effect of dimension D on monotonicity and stability, we run a similar experiment for an Asian option with D = 252
fixing dates using both QMC and rQMC with
SD and BBD. The results are shown in Figure 21.
We observe that pure QMC with Broda generator
preserves monotonicity and stability much more
than randomized QMC based on Matlab generator for all cases including delta and gamma, with
QMC+BBD+Broda showing the best stability. It
is also interesting to note that the increase in dimension resulted in the decrease in the effective
dimensions for the case of the BBD (but not for the
SD).
We conclude that good high-dimensional LDS
generators are crucial to obtain a smooth monotonic and stable convergence of the Monte Carlo
Simulation in high effective dimensional problems.

Speed-Up Analysis
A typical question with Monte Carlo simulation
is “how many scenarios are necessary to achieve a
given precision?”. When comparing two numerical
simulation methods, the typical question becomes
“how many scenarios may I save using method B
instead of method A, preserving the same precision?”.
A useful measure of the relative computational
performance of two numerical methods is the so
called speed-up S∗ ( a) [14, 29]. It is defined as
(i,j)

S∗ ( a ) =

( j)

N∗ ( a)
(i )

,

(42)

N∗ ( a)
(i )

where, in our context, N∗ ( a) is the number of
scenarios using the i-th computational method
(MC+SD, QMC+SD, or QMC+BBD) needed to reach
and maintain a given accuracy a w.r.t. exact or
almost exact results. Thus, the speed-up S∗ ( a)
quantifies the computational gain of method i
w.r.t. method j.
The speed-up N∗ could be evaluated through
direct simulation, but this would be extremely computationally expensive. Thus we resort to the much
simpler algorithm described in Appendix B.
We show in Table 6 the results of the speed-up
analysis obtained for all methods and for all option
types described in the previous sections. The speedup measure clearly shows the relative efficiencies
of the methods considered for each case. In general,
QMC+BBD largely outperforms the other methods,
with a speed-up factor up to 103 (European and
Barrier gamma) and a few exceptions (Asian delta
and gamma, Cliquet). QMC+SD is the best method
for Cliquet. We notice in particular that, in most
cases, a ten-fold increase of the accuracy a results in
a two-fold increase of speed-up S∗ ( a). However, in
a few cases (gamma for European and Cliquet options), such an increase can result in up to ten-folds
increase of S∗ ( a).
The difficulty with speed-up is the possible nonmonotonicity of the convergence plot for a given
numerical methods. Unfortunately, our algorithm
to estimate speed-up in Appendix B cannot capture
unexpected fluctuations of the convergence plot,
which could lead to underestimate N∗ ( a). However,
we believe that the choice of the 3-sigma confidence
9 Matlab

Function sobolset with the MatousekAffineOwen scrambling method was used.
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Payoff

Function

European

Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Delta
Gamma
Vega
Price
Vega

Asian

Double KO

Cliquet

QMC+SD
vs MC+SD
a = 1%
a = 0.1%
3
6
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.5
5
6
5
10
0.2
0.5
0.5
6
10
0.5
0.8
0.5
1
0.7
1.3
0.5
0.5
10
100
20
100

QMC+BBD
vs MC+SD
a = 1%
a = 0.1%
30
140
20
100
200
1000
50
140
30
100
0.4
2
0.5
30
100
5
10
5
20
110
650
1.5
1.5
1
10
0.5
1

QMC+BBD
vs QMC+SD
a = 1%
a = 0.1%
10
20
60
200
600
5000
10
20
5
10
2
5
1
5
10
10
15
10
20
150
500
3
3
0.1
0.1
0.02
0.01

TABLE 6: Speed-up S∗ ( a) of the various numerical methods w.r.t. each other (see columns), for different option types. The shift e
for finite differences is the same as used in the previous sections. Missing values of S∗ mean that the required accuracy cannot be
reached since it is smaller than the bias.
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FIGURE 17: Log-returns (upper plots) and volatilities (lower plots) of European call option price ( a) and greeks (b), (c), (d), for
D = 32, e = 10−3 , MC+SD (blue), rQMC+BBD (green) and pure QMC+BBD (red). The number of simulation paths ranges from 100
to 10,000 grouped in 10 windows each containing 10 samples (x-axis).
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FIGURE 18: Asian call option. e = 5 × 10−3 . Other details as in Figure 17.
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FIGURE 19: Double Knock-out call option. Details as in Figure 18.
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FIGURE 20: Cliquet option. QMC and rQMC with SD were used here. Other details as in Figure 18.
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FIGURE 21: Asian call option with D = 252, e = 5 × 10−3 . Results are shown for rQMC+SD+Matlab (green) and
rQMC+BBD+Matlab (magenta), and QMC+SD+Broda (blue) and QMC+BBD+Broda (red).
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Conclusions

Carlo, high dimensional Sobol’ low discrepancy
generators, efficient discretization schemes, global
sensitivity analysis, detailed convergence diagrams,
error estimation, performance, speed-up and stability analysis, is a very promising technique for
more complex problems in finance, in particular,
credit/debt/funding/capital valuation adjustments
(CVA/DVA/FVA/KVA) and market and counterparty risk measures10 , based on multi-dimensional,
multi-step Monte Carlo simulations of large portfolios of trades. Such simulations can run, in typical real cases, ∼ 102 time simulation steps, ∼ 103
(possibly correlated) risk factors, ∼ 103 − 104 MC
scenarios, ∼ 104 − 105 trades, 60 years maturity,
leading to a nominal dimensionality of the order
D ∼ 105 , and to a total of 109 − 1011 evaluations.
Unfortunately, a fraction ∼ 1% of exotic trades may
require distinct MC simulations for their evaluation, nesting another set of ∼ 103 − 105 MC scenarios, thus leading up to 1014 evaluations. Finally,
hedging CVA/DVA/FVA/KVA valuation adjustments w.r.t. to their underlying risk factors (typically credit/funding curves) also requires the computation of their corresponding greeks w.r.t. each
term structure node, adding another ∼ 102 simulations. This is the reason why the industry is continuously looking for advanced techniques to reduce
computational times: grid computing, GPU computing, adjoint algorithmic differentiation (AAD),
etc. (see e.g. [34]). We argue that, using QMC
sampling (instead of MC) to generate the scenarios of the underlying risk factors and to price exotic trades may significantly improve the accuracy,
the performance and the stability of such monstersimulations, as shown by preliminary results on
real portfolios [3]. Furthermore, GSA should suggest how to order the risk factors according to their
relative importance, thus reducing the effective dimensionality. Such applications will need further
research.

In this work we presented an updated overview
of the application of Quasi Monte Carlo (QMC)
and Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) methods in
Finance, w.r.t. standard Monte Carlo (MC) methods. In particular, we considered prices and
greeks (delta, gamma, vega) for selected payoffs
with increasing degree of complexity and pathdependency (European Call, Geometric Asian Call,
Double Barrier Knock-Out, Cliquet options). We
compared standard discretization (SD) vs Brownian bridge discretization (BBD) schemes of the
underlying stochastic diffusion process, and different sampling of the underlying distribution using
pseudo random vs high dimensional Sobol’ low
discrepancy sequences. We applied GSA and we
performed detailed and systematic analysis of convergence diagrams, error estimation, performance,
speed-up and stability of the different MC and
QMC simulations. The GSA results in paragraph
2 of Section 3 revealed that effective dimensions
associated to QMC+BBD simulations are generally
lower than those associated to MC+SD simulations,
and how much such dimension reduction acts for
different payoffs and greeks (Figures 1-8 and Tables 2-3). Effective dimensions, being linked with
the structure of ANOVA decompositions (the number of important inputs, importance of high order interactions) fully explained the superior efficiency of QMC+BBD due to the specifics of Sobol’
sequences and BBD. The BBD is generally more
efficient than SD, but with some exceptions, Cliquet options in particular. The performance analysis results in paragraph 3 of Section 3 showed
that QMC+BBD outperforms MC+SD in most cases,
showing faster and more stable convergence to exact or almost exact results (Figures 9-12, 13-16, and
Tables 4-5), with some exceptions such as Asian
option gamma where all methods showed similar
convergence properties. The speed-up analysis results in the fourth paragraph of Section 3 confirmed
that the superior performance of QMC+BBD allows
significative reduction of the number of scenarios to
achieve a given accuracy, leading to significative reduction of computational effort (Table 6). The size
of the reduction scales up to 103 (European and
Double KO gamma), with a few exceptions (Asian
delta and gamma, Cliquet). Finally, the stability
analysis results in the fifth paragraph of Section
3 confirmed that QMC+BBD simulations are generally more stable and monotonic than MC+SD,
with the exception of Asian delta and gamma (Figures 17-21). We conclude that the methodology
presented in this paper, based on Quasi Monte
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10 Some

of these metrics, such as EPE/ENE or expected shortfall, are defined as means or conditional means, while some other
metrics, such as VaR or PFE, are defined as quantiles of appropriate distributions.
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APPENDICES
β = 3 for second derivatives. The second term is
the systematic error due to the bias of finite differences: it is independent of N but it depends on e.
3
The constant b is given by b = 16 ∂∂θV3 (θ ) for central
differences of the first order (delta and vega) and
1 ∂4 V
b = 12
(θ ) for central differences of the second
∂θ 4
order (gamma). One can see that, when h is decreasing, the bias term decreases as well while the
variance term increases, therefore we fine tune h in
such a way that the variance term is not too high
in the relevant range for N, while the bias term remains negligible so that (43) follows approximately
a power law. We note that the optimal value of h is
not observed to vary too much with N in the range
used for our tests. Indeed, it can be computed
analytically from (43) as the minimum of ε:

Appendix.

A. Error Optimization in Finite Difference Approximation
There are two contributions to the root mean square
error when greeks are computed by MC/QMC simulation via finite differences: variance and bias [11].
The first source of uncertainty comes from the fact
that we are computing prices through simulation
over a finite number of scenarios, while the latter
is due to the approximation of a derivative with a
finite difference. In order to minimize the variance,
we use the same set of (quasi)random numbers for
the computation of V (θ ), V (θ + h) and V (θ − h),
where V is the option price, the parameter θ is the
spot for delta and gamma or the volatility for vega
and h is the increment on θ. In order to minimize
the bias of the finite differences we use central differences, so that it is of the order h2 . The increments
h are chosen to be h = eS0 , for ∆ and Γ, and h = e,
for V , for a given “shift parameter” e. The choice
of the appropriate e is guided by the following considerations. The MC/QMC root mean square error
estimate of finite differences is given by [11]:
r
c
ε=
+ b2 h4 .
(43)
2α
N hβ


hN =

βc
4b2 N 2α



1
β +4

.

(44)

We see that the powers 15 and 17 (corresponding to
β = 1 and β = 3 respectively) largely flatten h N as
a function of N.

B. Speed-Up Computation
(i )

We identify the number of scenarios N∗ ( a) in eq.
(42) using the i-th computational method needed
to reach and maintain a given accuracy a as the
first number of simulated paths such that, for any

The first term in the square root is a “statistical” error related to the variance c. It depends on N as well
as on e. α = 0.5 for MC and, usually, 0.5 < α < 1
for QMC, while β = 1 for first derivatives and
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N > N∗

and is given by
V − a ≤ VN ± 3 ε ≤ V + a ,

(45)

where V and VN are respectively the exact and
simulated values of prices or greeks and ε is the
standard error. The threshold N∗ could be evaluated through direct simulation, but this would
be extremely computationally expensive. Extracting N∗ from plots defined by (23) can’t be applied
directly because, in the case of greeks, such plots
are correct only for a limited range of values of N,
i.e. as long as the bias term in (43) does not become
dominant. Extrapolating N∗ from plots to high values of N is necessary to compute speed-up, but the
relation between RMSE and N would not be linear
anymore. We therefore follow a different procedure
to determine N∗ . Equation (43) can be rewritten as
log ε = k − α log N,
1
2

N∗ (h, a) =

!

1
2αh

.

(48)

We have written k h and αh in order to stress that
they also depend on the choice of h made while
carrying out the tests in Section 3: this dependence
on h can be stronger than the explicit dependence
in (48). Constant b is computed from derivatives of
V (see discussion after presenting equation (43) ); k
and α are the intercepts and slopes correspondingly
taken from plots (Figures 13-16): this is possible,
since these plots are obtained for a range of N such
that the second term in (43) is negligible. It is clear
that the domain of N∗ is limited to a > 3bh2 . In the
case of prices, equation (48) simplifies to

(46)

c
hβ

where k = log
and α are, respectively, the intercept and the slope computed from linear regressions on ε N given by (24). Therefore, N∗ is found
by imposing
s
e2k
+ b2 h4 ,
(47)
a=3
N∗2α
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a

!

1
αh

.

(49)
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Efficient Computation of the
Counterparty Credit Risk
Exposure
A Quantization Approach

The international regulations (Basel IIIII) for the estimation of the exposure in
OTC derivatives positions, require to calculate a highly challenging metric, the
EPE. The latter consists in computing,
for several future time steps until maturity, the average Mark to Market of the
deal or of the portfolio. A large number of banks apply straightly the MonteCarlo technique wich implies a huge effort for the technology set-up due to the
configuration of impressive grid computing systems. In this paper the authors
exploit a very encouraging methodology,
namely the quantization that allows to
dramatically reduce the number of paths
needed for a reliable estimation. After a
review of the problem and the theoretical
background, several examples are given.

and loss effects. Nevertheless, let us give a short
review.
Generally speaking CCR refers to the situation
when the counterparty A has a deal, mainly of
derivative type such as an option or a swap, subscribed with the counterparty B. We suppose that,
according to a valuation criteria based on market
prices in the A perspective, we observe positive
Mark to Market (MtM). It follows that A has a credit
exposure with B, hence if B defaults and no future
recovery rates and no collaterals were posted, then
A loses exactly MtM, the cost for the replacement
of the defaulted position. We recall that OTC markets are characterized by having all the transactions
which are not listed in the stock exchange, since
they are settled directly between the two counterpaties.
A slightly different perspective of CCR has to
taken into account when in the risk management
field A evaluates ex-ante the risk belonging to the
financial position underwritten with B. In such a
case, since the possible default for B is a random
event both in time and also concerning its magnitude, it turns out that the current MtM is a too
rough measure of the credit exposure for A.

Michele BONOLLO
Luca DI PERSIO
Immacolata OLIVA
Andrea SEMMOLONI

On the basis of the latter consideration, in what
follows we will focus our attention on what is called
Exposure At Deafult (EAD). EAD parameter can be
seen as a sort of conservative expected value of
the future MtM at the default time. An official
way to estimate the EAD in various contest, has
been given in the Basel framework, see [1], namely
within the set of recommendations on banking laws

or the practitioners, such as front office and
risk managament departments, the counterparty credit risk (CCR herein), arising from
the OTC derivatives, is well known in its sources

F
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and regulations issued by the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision. Such an approach is based on
the Expected Positive Exposure (EPE) evaluation,
namely on a prudent probabilistic time average of
the future MtM. EAD follows just as a multiple, i.e.
EAD = α · EPE.
Moreover, we recall that the international accounting standards require that in the derivatives
evaluation a full fair value principle, see, e.g., [17],
has to be satisfied.
If the the counterparty solvency level falls, we
observe a downgrade in its rating and/or an increase in its spread, therefore the related OTC balance sheet evaluation has to embody this effect.
The latter implies that we have to adjust the MtM
since it may decrease not only due to the usual market parameters, e.g. underlying price, underlying
volatility, free risk rate, etc., but also for the credit
spread volatility.
We refer to such an MtM adjustment, as Credit
value Adjustment (CVA), and the related adjusted
fair value is sometimes called the full fair value. The
adjusted MtM will be denoted by MtM A and we
have MtM A = MtM − CVA.
Even if the derivative has not been closed, the
CVA effect can cause a loss in the balance sheet,
namely an unrealized loss. Some studies of the Basel
Committee estimate that 2/3 of the losses in the
financial crisis years in the OTC sector were unrealized losses in the evaluation process. The CVA
loss is (or should be) absorbed by the balance sheet,
while the CVA volatility must be faced by the regulatory capital. To this end, a new capital charge,
the CVA charge, was introduced within the Basel
III framework. We refer to [15] for the accounting
principles, while a detailed discussion about the
capital charge can be found in [2].
In order to reduce in a structural way theCounterparty Credit Risk, mainly the exposure size, we
recall the recent EMIR regulation (EU 648/2012).
This new regulatory framework, in force from
the beginning of 2014, obliges the counterparties a)
to clear the standard (e.g. IRS) derivatives by a clearing house and b) to post collateral for the residual
peer-to-peer OTC positions related to non standard
exotic payoffs.
These two tools introduce a benefit in managing
the CCR, as we can move from the so called gross
credit exposure (without netting and collateral) to
the net credit exposures.
Despite these innovations reduce the CCR, some
highly challenging technical problems are still partially unsolved.
In fact both the EAD and the CVA computations pose a lot of methodological, financial and

numerical issues, as witnessed by the huge amount
of literature developed so far, see, e.g., [10], for a
detailed review of these subjects. This is mainly
due to the computational effort that banks try to
optimize in the CCR and CVA evolutiones.
As a simple example, let us consider a medium
bank: it easily has D = O 104 derivatives deals. In
order to validate the internal models for the EPE
calculation, usually the central banks require at
least K = 20 time steps and N = 2000 simulations.
Finally let us suppose that the relevant underlying
(the so called risk factors) to be simulated has an
O 103 order, above being the sum of equity underlying, forex significant rates and rate curve points.
Let U be the latter parameter.
What about the computational effort for an EPE
process task on the whole book? If we adopt a pure
Monte Carlo strategy, we must distinguish between
the two main steps:
1. to simulate (and to store) the underlying
paths;
2. to calculate the EE quantities. We omit for
simplicity the last EPE layer, since it is just an
algebraic recombination of the EEs.
The first
 step implies a grid of G = K · N · U =
O 107 points which work as an inputfor the step
2, requires NT = K · N · D = O 108 which different tasks. We recall (see the definition of EEk )
that each one of these tasks is a pricing process, then
very often it could be itself a Monte Carlo algorithm
with several thousands of simulation steps.
Hence we guess that MonteCarlo can not be the
optimal sytrategy in perfoming the above described
process. Moreover, algorithmic optimization, such
as in the case of the quantization approach we will
present later, is much cheaper than investing in grid
computing and GPUs (graphical processing units).
The present paper aims not at discussing the
usefulness of EAD/CVA measures, nor the related
underlyings or volatility models, moreover we will
not concern with the analysis of data quality and
data availability. Indeed we aim at studying the
feasibility and the trade off accuracy vs. computational effort of the quantization approach for the
EAD-estimation (EPE). Therefore our main goal is
the numerical CCR analysis, while we addressed
the CVA issue in a future work.
In particular we will consider a simple Black
and Scholes model, without taking into consideration collateral parameters, in order to focus the
attention of the implemented numerical techniques.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is
a review of the EPE definition given by the Basel
Committee, in Section 3 we will give a description
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of the quantization approach to the EPE with some
theoretical results, in Section 4 we describe some
practical cases and we give the set up of the associated numerical experiments, while in Section 5 we
report the obtained numerical results along with
their interpretation.

understood as the only stochastic market parameter, while the others are deemed to be given. In
particular we assume that they are deterministic
and constant or substituted by their deterministic
forward values.
Henceforward, we shall often use the notation
k to indicate quantities of interest evaluated at the
k−th time bucket tk . Besides, we give an account of
the main amounts that will be used in the following
for EAD estimation, as they are defined in Basel III,
[2].
We denote the Expected Exposure (EE) of the
derivative by

The Basel EPE definition
In this Section we report the key concepts and the
notation used throughout the paper, according to
the Basel guidelines.
• Given a derivative maturity time 0 < T <
+∞, we consider K ∈ N+ time steps 0 < t1 <
t2 < · · · < tK which constitute the so called
buckets array, denoted by B T,K , where usually,
but not mandatory, tK = T.

EEk :=

N

∑ MtM (tk , Sk,n )+ ,

N ∈ N+ ,

n =1

which is nothing but the arithmetic mean of N
Monte Carlo simulated MtM values, computed at
the k −th time bucket tk , with respect to the underlying S. The positive part operator (·)+ is effective
if we are managing a symmetric derivative, such
as an interest rate swap or a portfolio of derivatives. For a single option, it is redundant, as the fair
value of the option is always positive from the buy
side situation. We want to stress that the sell side
does not imply counterparty risk, hence it is out of
context.
We evaluate the Expected Positive Exposure (EPE)
by
∑K EEk · ∆k
EPE := k=1
,
T
where ∆k = tk − tk−1 indicates the time space between two consecutive time buckets at k-th level.
If the time buckets tk are equally spaced, then the
formula reduces to EPE = K1 ∑kK=1 EEk . Therefore
the EPE value gives the time average of the EEk .
We set

• For every tk ∈ B T,K we
 denote by
MtM (tk , Sk ) := MtM tk , Stk the fair value
(Mark-to-Market) of a derivative at time bucket
tk , with respect to the underlying value Sk , at
time tk . For the sake of simplicity, we denote
by t0 = 0 the starting time of the evaluation
problem, considering the European case.
T,K we denote by
• For every

tk ∈ B

MtM tk , Sk := MtM tk , Stk the fair value
(Mark-to-Market) of a derivative at time bucket
tk , with respect to the whole sample path
Sk := {St : 0 ≤ t ≤ tk }, with initial time t0 =
0.

• Taking into account previous definitions, we
indicate by ϕ = ϕ ( T − tk , Sk , Θ) the pricing
function for the given derivative, where Θ
represents the set of parameters from which
such a pricing function may depends, e.g., the
free risk interest rate r or the volatility σ.

EEE1 := EE1 and EEEk := Max { EEk , EEEk−1 } ,
for every k = 1, . . . , K.

• We will use the notation φ MtM to denote the
Mark-to-Market value pricing function.

Due to its non decreasing property, EEEk , namely,
the so called Effected Expected Exposure, takes into
account the fact that, once the time decay effect
reduces the MtM as well as the counterparty risk
exposure, the bank applies a roll out with some
new deals.
We define the Effected Expected Positive Exposure
(EEPE), by

Remark 1. We would like to underline that, in the
Black-Scholes framework, the volatility surface has to
be flat, which does not occur when real financial time
series are considered. It follows that the above-mentioned
pricing function φ most likely depends on more than
the two considered parameters r and σ. In particular,
usually Θ ∈ Rn , with n > 2, where the extra parameters characterize the specific geometric structure of the
volatility surface associated to the considered contingent
claim.

EEPE :=

∑kK=1 EEEk · ∆k
.
T

In order to avoid too many inessential regulatory details, we will work on EEk and EPE, the
others being just arithmetic modifications of them.

As usual in the counterparty credit risk EAD
estimation, we stress the role of the underlying,
Spring 2015
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Remark 2. Let us point out that the definition of EEk
is taken from the Basel regulatory framework. We find it
quite questionable, since, instead of giving a theoretical
principle and suggesting the Monte Carlo technique just
as a possible computational tool, the simulation approach
is officially embedded in the general definition.

of the extreme risk. In a continuous setting, we define the potential future exposure in the following
way
PFE (α, tk ) := MtM∗ ,
such that
n
o
P MtM (tk , Sk )+ ≥ MtM∗ = 1 − α ,

In what follows we shall rewrite previously defined quantities in continuous time, and we add the
index A to indicate the adjusted definitions. Moreover we consider the dynamics of the underlying
St := {St }t∈[0,T ] , T ∈ R+ being some finite expiration date, as an Itô processes,
defined on

 some

to avoid trivial cases.

The quantization approach: a review

filtered probability space Ω, F , Ft∈[0,T ] , P . As an
example, St is the solution of the stochastic differential equation defining the geometric Brownian
motion, Ft∈[0,T ] is the natural filtration generated
by a standard Brownian motion Wt = (Wt )t∈[0,T ]
defined on a complete probability space (Ω, F , P),
where P could be the so called real world probability
measure or the equivalent risk neutral measure in
a martingale approach to option pricing, see, e.g.,
[23, Ch.5].
The Adjusted Expected Exposure EE A is given by
h
i
EEkA := EP MtM (tk , Sk )+

=

Z

1
ϕ (tk , Sk , Θ) dP ∼
=
N

The quantization technique has been known from
several decades and it comes from engineering,
when addressing the issue of converting an analogical signal, e.g. images or sounds, into a discretized digital information. Other important areas
of application are data compression and statistical
multidimensional clustering. For a classical reference concerning the quantization approach, we
refer to [12], while [18] gives a survey of the literature concerning fair value pricing problems for
plain vanilla options, American and exotic options,
basket CDS.
In addition, alternative quantization approaches,
such as the so-called dual quantization and the treatment of underlying assets driven by more structured stochastic processes, are taken into consideration in [16] and [19].
In this section, we shall give a sketch of the
quantization idea, by emphasizing its practical features, but without giving all the details concerning
the mathematical theory behind it.
Let X ∈ Rd , d ∈ N+ , be a d−dimensional continuous random variable, defined over the probability space (Ω, F , P) and let PX the measure induced
by X. The quantization approach is based on the
approximation of X by a d-dimensional discrete ranb further details of which will be
dom variable X,
given later, defined by means of a so called quantib := q ( X ) , in
zation function q of X, that is to say, X
+
b
such a way that X takes N ∈ N finitely many valb is denoted
ues in Rd . The finite set of values for X
by q (R) := { x1 , ..., x N } and it is called a quantizer
of X, while the application q ( X ) is the related quantization. To distinguish the one-dimensional case
(d = 1) from the d−dimensional one (d > 1), the
terms quantization, resp. vector quantization (VQ),
are usually used.
Such a set of points in Rd can be used as generator points of a Voronoi tessellation. Let us recall that,
if X is a metric space with a distance function d, K
is an index and ( Pk )k∈K is a tuple of ordered collection of nonempty subsets of X, then the Voronoi

N

∑ MtM (tk , Sk,n )+

(3)

α ∈ (0, 1)

(1)

n =1

dA .
= EE
k
We define the Adjusted Expected Positive Exposure
EPE A as

Z
Z Z
A
A
EPE := EEt t =
ϕ (t, Sk , Θ) P t . (2)
In this new formulation, the Basel definition is
simply one of the many methods to estimate the
expected fair value of the derivative in the future.
Remark 3. We skip any comment about the choice of
the most suitable probability measure P to be used in
the calculation of EEk , this being beyond the aim of this
paper.
For a detailed discussion on the role played by the
risk neutral probability for the drift of St or the historical real world probability, see, e.g., [9].
Remark 4. Let us observe that the discount factor, or
numeraire, is missing in the EPE definition. It was not
forgot, but this is one of the several conservative proxies
used in the risk regulation.
Finally, we recall that, in the risk management
application, another widely used quantity is the potential future exposure PFEα , a quantile basic figure
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cell Rk generated by the site Pk is defined as the
following the set

Rk := x ∈ X | d( x, Pk ) ≤ d( x, Pj ) for all j 6= k .

integrand in eq. (5) is always well defined, being a
minimum with respect to the finite set of generators
x1 , . . . , x N .
Concerning eq. (5), the task is to find the, or,
at least, one, optimal quantizer, understood as the
set of Voronoi generators minimizing the value of
the integral, once both parameters d, N, p and the
probability density of X are given. Even if such a
problem could be particularly difficult in the general case, also because it may rise to infinitely many
solutions, this is not the case in our setting. In
fact, we aim at considering a standard Black-Sholes
framework, where the only source of randomness
is given by a Brownian motion. In particular, we
shall deal with the pricing problem related to a
European style option, therefore we are interested
in the distribution of the driving random perturbation at maturity time T, which means that we are
dealing with the quest of an optimal quantizer for a
d-dimensional Gaussian random variable, assumed
to be standard, up to a suitable transformation of
coordinates, namely X ∼ N (0, Id ).

Therefore, the Voronoi tessellation is the tuple of
cells (Rk )k∈K . In our case such a tessellation reduces to substitute the set of cells Pk with a finite
number x1 , . . . , x N of distinct points in Rd , so that
the Voronoi cells are convex polytopes.
More precisely, we construct the following
Voronoi tessels with respect to the euclidean norm
k · k in Rd :
n
o
C ( xi ) = y ∈ Rd : |y − xi | < ky − xj k∀j 6= i ,
with associated quantization function q defined as
follows
N

q (X) =

∑ xi · 1Ci (x) (X )

.

(4)

i =1

Such a construction allows us to rigorously define a probabilistic setting for the claimed random
b by exploiting the probability measure
variable X,
induced by the continuous random variable X. In

particular, we have a probability space Ω, F , PXb ,
where the set of elementary events is given by
Ω := { x1 , . . . , x N }, and the probability measure
PXb is defined by the following set of relations

Algorithms to get the optimal quantizer can
be found within the aforementioned references.
Moreover, when the dimension d ≤ 10, there is
a well established literature concerning how to
find the optimal quantizers when the Gaussian
framework is considered, see, e.g., the web site
http://www.quantize.maths-fi.com/ and [5, 18, 22].

0 < PXb ( xi ) := PX ( X ∈ C ( xi )) =: pi ,
for i = 1, . . . , N .

A particularly important quantity related to the
choice of the optimal quantizer is represented by
the so called distortion parameter

The goal of such an approximation is to deal
efficiently with applications that arise when calculating some functionals of the random vector X, as
in the derivative pricing problem case, in order to
evaluate the expectation E [ f ( X )] of a certain payoff function f of X or when we have to deal with
a quantile base indicator, as it happens in the risk
management field.
We would like to take into account the former
case, in particular we will consider the following
approximation
h  i
b =
E [ f ( X )] ∼
=E f X

h
i
N b
b k2
DX
( X ) := E k X − X

=

Z

min k x − xi k2 · dPX ( x ) ,

(6)

Rd i=1,...,N

which is defined with respect to the quantizer
{ x1 , . . . , x N } .
b takes values in
If the quantization function X
the set of optimal generators, then the distortion parameter admits a minimum, which will be indicated
N
N
by D X
, with lim N →∞ D X
= 0.

∑ f ( xi ) · pi ,
i

with control on the accuracy of the chosen quantization.
Let us assume X ∈ L p (Ω, F , P) , p ∈ (1, ∞)
and define the L p error as follows
Z
h
i
b k p :=
E kX − X
min k x − xi k p PX ( x ) , (5)

The following theorem, originally due to Zador,
see [24, 25], generalized by Bucklew and Wise in [7]
and then revisited in [18] in its non asymptotic version as a reformulation of the Pierce lemma, gives a
quantitative result about the distortion magnitude.

where we denote by dPX the probability density
function characterizing the random variable X. The

Theorem 1. [Zador] Let X ∈ L p+ε (Ω, F , P), for
p ∈ (0, +∞), ε > 0, and let Γ be the N −size tes-

Rd i=1,...,N
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b Then,
sellation of Rd related to the quantizer X.


p
bkp
lim N d min k X − X
P
N

Remark 6. We emphasize that the (optimal) quantization grid for given parameter values of N, d and p is
calculated off-line once and for all. Then, in the computational effort comparison quantization vs. a strict sense
Monte Carlo approach, we must take into account that
with the quantization, approach only requires to plug-in
the points in the numerical model, not to calculate or
simulate them.

|Γ|≤N

 1+ p



= J p,d 

(7)

d

Z

g

d
d+ p

(x) x

,

Rd

where we assume P = gλd + ν, for some suitable function g, and ν ⊥ λd , λd being the Lebesgue measure
on Rd , while the constant J p,d corresponds to the case


X ∼ Uni f [0, 1]d .

Remark 7. An increasing literature is devoted to the
functional quantization. In this case, the “random
variable”, which has to be discretized in an optimal way,
belongs to a suited functional space, e.g. one canconsider
an application X such that X : Ω → L2T , k·k2 , where
L2T = L2T ([0, T ] , t) . We recall that, even if in mathematical finance the applications coming from stochastic
calculus in continuous time is are a very useful tool,
in practice we have to deal with discrete sampling, in
fact, Asian options or any other look-back derivatives
have to work with a discrete calendar for the fixing
instants. Then, depending on the specific application,
one can choose if to approximate the discrete time realworld-problem by optimal quantization or if it is better to
quantize the continuous time setting and then to apply
it to the particular case of interest, see, e.g.,[16] for a
survey on such a topic.

Let us recall that the optimal
quantizer
is stah
i
b
b
tionary in the sense that E X | X = X, hence
R

∗
C ( xi ) xi − x PX ( x ) = 0, i = 1, . . . , N. In what follows, we focus on the case d = 1 and p = 2, hence
considering a one-dimensional stochastic process
and the quadratic distortion measure, therefore, in
terms of Theorem 1, we have J p,1 = 2 p ·( 1p+1) , hence
J2,1 =

1
12 .

Remark 5. For practical applications, and in order to
compare numerical results obtained by quantization with
those produced by standard Monte Carlo techniques, we
are mainly interested in the order of convergence to zero
of the distortion parameter. In particular, thanks to
Zador Theorem, we
 have that the quadratic distortion is
of order O N −2 .

The theoretical results
In this section we focus our attention to the calculation of EPE for option styles derivatives in the
Black-Scholes standard setting, see [6]. The market
model consists in a risk-less asset and a risky asset,
whose dynamic is given by

It is also possible to provide resultsh concerning
 i
b , by
the accuracy of the approximation E f X
mean of the distortion’s properties, see [18]. In
particular, we can distinguish the following cases:

St = rSt · t + σSt Wt ,

• Lipschitz case. If f is assumed to be a Lipschitz function, then

with related solution



σ2
St = S0 · exp r −
t + σWt ,
2

| E[ f (X )]−E[ f ( Xb )]|≤K f ·k X −Xb k1 ≤KL f ·k X −Xb k2 .
(8)

(9)

• The Convex Case. If f is a convex function
b is stationary, then exploiting the Jensen
and X
inequality, we have
b )]= E[ f ( E[ X | X
b ])]≤ E[ f ( X )] ,
E[ f ( X

(12)

where r, σ > 0, (Wt )t≥0 is a Brownian motion, while
S0 is the initial value of the underlying St .
We try to figure how to use the quantization
technique. For the non path-dependent derivatives,
npd from now on, such as the plain European options or American style options with exotic payoff, the quantization for the EPE simply reduces
to set up the problem by selecting the parameters
( Nk )k=1,...,K for the quantization size at each time
bucket (tk ) and then to compute the EPE quantized
approximation. We use the optimal quantizer case,
recalling that



σ2
S0 exp r −
t + σ · Wt
2



√
σ2
= S0 exp r −
t + σ · t · N (0, 1) .
2

• The smoother Lipschitz derivative case. If
f is assumed to be continuously differentiable with Lipschitz continuous differential
D f , then, by performing the quantization using an optical quadratic grid Γ and by applying Taylor expansion, we have

| E[ f (X )]−E[ f ( Xb )]|≤KLD f ·k X −Xb k1 .

(11)

(10)

hence, the approximation by the quantization is always a lower bound for the true value of E [ f ( X )] .
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More formally, if we indicate by the exponent Q
the quantized EPE, one easily gets
EEkQ =

Nk

∑ MtM



 +
tk , S xik
pik ,

For a call style option, the convexity properties
easily holds, hence the quantization gives us a lower
bound to the EPE estimation.
Moreover, if we consider the pricing function ϕ
as the elementary unit of our EPE computational
work-flow, the computational complexity of the
quantized approach is ∑ Nk , to be compared with

(13)

i =1

Q
∑ EEk · ∆k
EPEQ =
T



 +
(14)
Nk
· pik
∑∆k ∑i=1 MtM tk , S xik
= k
.
T
In order to have an idea about the calculation
procedure, let us take a look at Figure (1), where
the black point on the left is the underlying level
at time t0 . For each time step tk and for each point
of the quantizer xik , a MtM is calculated and it is
weighted by the probability pik . Hence EEQ and
EPEQ straightly follow.
Concerning the theoretical properties of such an
approximation, we provide a useful result, which
can be easily applied to the case of European style
options.

k

the global number of Monte Carlo scenarios simulations.
For path-dependent derivatives, at each time tk
and at least in a discrete sampling sense, one needs
the whole path of the underlying. Hence, the above
approach is not satisfactory, as the pricing function
depends not only on the current level Sk , but also
on some functions, e.g. the average, min, max, etc.,
of the underlying level until tk .
Let Nk be a positive integer
for the quantization,

and qk (R) = x1 , x2, ..., x Nk is the quantizer of size
ck = q ( Xk ) that
Nk , namely the random variable X
maps the random variable to an optimal discrete
version. If we refer to the Black-Scholes model, we
want to quantize at each step the Brownian motion Wt that generates the log-normal underlying
process. We recall that Wt ∼ N (0, t) is a normal
centered random variable with variance t and that
Wt − Ws ∼ N (0, t − s) .
Again, we define C ( xi ) as the i −th Voronoi tessel
such that
n
o
C ( xi ) := y ∈ Rd : |y − xi | < y − xj ∀j 6= i ,

Proposition 1. Let us consider an option in the Black
and Scholes setting, with d = 1 and suppose that the
pricing function ϕ (·) is Lipschitz continuous or continuously differentiable with a Lipschitz continuous differential.
EPE
Moreover,
let
us
define
DN
:=
2

EPE A − EPEQ , where EPE A is the Adjusted Expected Positive Exposure, defined in eq. (2), and EPEQ
is the quantized Expected Positive Exposure, defined in
eq. (14). Then, we have
EPE
DN

∝N

−2

with the so-called nearest neighborhood principle. A
set of probability masses vectors
is assigned

 to the
Nk −tuple, let be pk =

−1

·K ,
if ϕ is Lipschitz continuous ,

k

, where

pi = P (C ( xi )) under the original probability PX ,
for all i = 1, . . . , Nk . The following questions naturally arise: how and where to use the quantizers
for the EEk calculation ? The quantization tree is a
discrete space, discrete time process, defined by



 
b k = xk = P Xk ∈ Ci x k
pik = P X
. (15)
i


b k +1 = x k +1 | X
bk = xk
πijk = P X
i
j



 
= P Xk+1 ∈ Cj x k+1 | Xk ∈ Ci x k



  (16)
k
+
1
P X k +1 ∈ C j x
, Xk ∈ Ci x k
=
pik
The following theoretical result allows us to explicitly solve the transition probability formula (4),
by recalling that Xk is the original Brownian motion
sampled at a given time tk .

EPE
DN
∝ N −4 · K −1 ,

if ϕ is cont. differentiable with
Lipschitz cont. differential .
We refer interested readers to [4] for a detailed
proof of Proposition 1. Here we just focus our attention on the hypothesis under which the result
holds. The central role is played by the function
ϕ ( x, ·) as a function of the√Brownian motion Wt ,
that is, of the quantity x · t, x sampled using a
standard Gaussian random variable N (0, 1) . We
recall that the usefulness of the quantization is to
infer the properties of the approximation in the specific problem, starting from the Gaussian optimized
discretization. As an example, for a put option, the
pricing function is bounded, Lipschitz continuous
and twice differentiable, since the Black-Scholes
formula provides a C ∞ function, then, the above
proposition holds.
Spring 2015

p1k , p2k , . . . , pkN

Proposition 2. Let us use denote by ∆k := tk+1 − tk
the time space between two consecutive time buckets and
by φ the density of the N (0, 1) random variable. Furthermore, let us indicate by Uk , Uk+1 , resp. by Lk , Lk+1 ,
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FIGURE 1: Evolution of EEQ at every time bucket tk .

FIGURE 2: A graphical representation of the transition probability function
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The numerical Application

the upper,resp.
 lower, bounds
 of the 1−dimensional
k
k
+
1
tessels Ci x and Cj x
. Then, the transition

In this section we will give an application of quantization method in CCR with respect to a portfolio
consisting of a bank account and one risky asset
which is the underlying of a European type option. We suppose that the dynamics of the underlying St := {St }t∈[0,T ] , for some finite maturity time
T ∈ R+ , is given accordingly to a geometric Brownian motion, namely

probability πijk assumes the following expression
πijk =

Z
Cj,k+1

f ( xk+1 |Ci,k ) xk

R Uk R Uk+1
=

Lk

L k +1


φ

x −y)
(√
∆k
pik

  

y
x φ √t · dy
k

(17)
.

St = rSt t + σSt Wt ,
We address to [4] for the proof of the previous
Proposition. Here we restrict ourselves to analyze
the meaning of the result. In particular, we observe
that, although the proof is based on elementary
probability, this result is a useful improvement to
the the procedure in Pagès et al (2009), where a
Monte Carlo approach for the πijk was suggested.

where r is the risk free interest rate, e.g. associated to a bank account, σ is the volatility parameter characterizing the underlying behaviour, while
Wt := {Wt }t ∈ [0,T ] is a R− valued Brownian motion on the filtered probability space (Ω, F , Ft , P),
{Ft }t∈[0,T ] being the filtration generated by Wt . We
recall that the stochastic differential equation (18)
admits an explicit solution, see, e.g.,[23, Ch.3], given
by


 
σ2
St = S0 exp σWt + r −
t ,
(19)
2

To better understand the practical features of the
formula eq. (17), the reader could refer to Figure 3.
Furthermore, such a result becomes crucial from
a practical point of view, since the above coefficients
πijk can be calculated off line, once and for all, given
the time discretization parameter K and the chosen
granularities { N1 , N2 , . . . , NK } .

S0 being the initial value of the underlying St .
If we consider a European call option with
strike price K ∈ R+ and maturity time T, written on St described as above, then its fair value
Ceu = Ceu (S0 , r, K, σ, T ), with respect to the unique
martingale equivalent measure, is given by

Even if at least from a theoretical point of view,
the quantization tree requires a remarkable computational effort, since the number of simulations
needed is given by NP = ∏k Nk = O(102 0), if we
set, as usual, K = O 101 and Nk = O 102 , nevertheless such a number significantly reduces in
practice since πijk ' 0 for a large number of points
for whichwe avoidcalculation, depending on the
distance

x kj +1 − xik
√
∆k

h
i
Ceu (S0 , r, K, σ, T ) := e−rT E (ST − K )+
"


+ #
2
σ
= e−rT E S0 exp
r−
T + σWT − K
,
2

.

with explicit solution given by the Black-Scholes
formula.
Before enter into details about a numerical application of our proposal, described in Sec. 4, to
a concrete case, let us underline some points. In
practical applications, the computational challenges
are very often much harder than one believes from
a theoretical perspective. Referring this general
principle to the CCR, the portfolio of derivatives
of a counterparty A with B may consist of several
hundreds of derivatives j = 1, ·, J, then the Mark-toMarket is given by MtM A (t) = ∑ MtM jA (t) . These

Furthermore, recalling that the simplest tree is
the binomial tree, that ultimately converges to the
geometric Brownian motion, one could keepvery
low the Nk number of coefficients, say O 101 still
maintaining good accuracy. Moreover, one could
combine the quantization tree with a Monte Carlo
strategy. In other words, the paths that actually
pass through the tree are generated by the simulations (instead of an exhaustive tree browsing),
based on the pik and πijk coefficients. One can set
N MC simulations, with N MC  NP. Finally, let
us recall that the off line computational
complexity



j

derivatives could be bought options, sold options,
swaps and so on. A collateral of value Vt is usually
posted. Hence, at the current time, the exposure of
the counterparty A to B is given by

for the πijk calculation is C · ∑kK=1 Nk · Nk−1 , having C the unit cost of the transition probability. If
we implement a simple scheme with Nk u N,
 ∀ k,
then the computational complexity is O N 2 . Being an offline effort, it does not imply additional
computational efforts for its actual implementation.
Spring 2015

(18)

∑
j
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(t) − Vt

,

(20)
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• Step 2. By obvious dilatation, each point of
the ( N × K ) grid of the vector quantizer is
mapped in order to get a proper to a Brownian motion increment realization, i.e.
p
e
xi,k → xi,k ∆k = ∆W,

an expression which is similar to the one describing
a call option written on a derivatives portfolio. In the
CCR applications, one wants to check several quantities related to the current exposure, such as EE,
EPE, PFE, and so on. In calculating the expected exposure of quantities as in (20), i.e. EEj (·) , because
of non linearity, one can not calculate separately the
single deal quantities, i.e. the EEj (tk ), to aggregate
them by summation in a second moment. A fortiori,
in the PFE quantile framework, one can not infer
easily the quantile by the specific quantiles.
It follows that all banks, as a general strategy,
first calculate a large set of scenarios for the underlyings, coherently with respect to the considered
probabilistic structure for it, and then they evaluate and store a large set of MtM, from which to
pick any kind of statistics and risk figures. In this
field quantization can play a role as a competitive
methodology, particularly to what concerns saving
computational costs. Nevertheless, since the CCR
for a whole book comes from the single deals computations, we aim to test at a low level the quantization, in a plain vanilla context. In further research
we will move to Exotic deals as well as effective
management of large portfolios, will be the subject
of our next studies.

∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, k ∈ {1, . . . , d} .
• Step 3. The above increments are inserted in
the Black-Scholes diffusion to get N possible
underlying paths Stk .
• Step 4. Payoff, MtMs and all the related quantities are calculated, by using the probability
masses pi .
A portfolio of European call options
We are going to consider a set of n European options, i.e. a derivative portfolio, for which we will
evaluate the Expected Exposure (EE) and the Expected Positive Exposure (EPE).
The portfolio may consist of call options and
put options, related to a group of transactions with
a single counterparty, which are subject to a legally
enforceable bilateral netting arrangement. Such a
set of derivatives is called netting set. From a mathematical point of view, the latter choice means that
the expected exposure is given by
!+

The generation of market scenarios

n

EE =

For the market valuation of financial statements,
the generation of potential market scenarios is required.
If we adopt a simulation approach, for the underlying path construction we could generate, for
each simulation n, a path with an array of points
xn,tk . Namely we can perform a path-dependent
simulation (PDS). Alternatively, for each time bucket
and for each simulation, we could jointly generate
our N · K points, hence exploiting a direct-jump to
simulation date (DJS). We will come back on PDS
and DJS approaches in Section 5. Figure 3, taken
from [21], well clarify the difference.
More practically, we could apply the DJS approach by selecting a grid size Nk for each time
tk and then using K different 1-dimension quantizers qk (R). Alternatively, by using the PDS approach,
 we can work just with one d-dimension
q Rd quantizer of cardinality N, hence each dimension works for one time step.
We choose the latter approach for our application by implementing the following steps:

∑ MtM(t) − Vt

,

j =1

unlike the case of no-netting portfolio setting,
where the sum of the fair prices of European options represents the Mark-to-Market of the portfolio.
The term Vt represent the collateral value posted by
the debtor, i.e. the counterparty with the negative
Mark-to-Market portfolio at time t. In what follows
we set Vt = 0, therefore we deal with the netting
agreement situation, supposing no collateral. Even
if the set up can appear simple, this is not true,
and the problem turns out to be rather challenging. That is because, generally speaking, one can
not perform the analytical calculation of EEk . In
fact, also if the martingale property holds for each
derivative in the portfolio, in the present case the
positive part operator is effective, hence the future
value is not simply the compounded current MtM.
The software code is quite general to deal with
any change in quantities, buy/sell, market and instrument parameters. We try to make the exercise
quite general, by choosing some different parameter
combinations, e.g.

• Step 1. Selection of the grid size N and the
dimension d, according respectively to the
computational effort constraints and to the
time buckets cardinality K, i.e. d = K.

• spot price (S0 ) : 90, 100, 110 ,
• interest rate r : 3% ,
• volatility σ : 15%, 25%, 30% ,
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FIGURE 3: On the left: an example of PDS approach with six time buckets. On the right: an example of DJS approach with six
time buckets.

FIGURE 4: On the left: MtM of the portfolio depending on volatility. On the right: Delta of the portfolio depending on volatility.
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• strike price R : 100 (we do not use the usual
K notation to avoid confusion with the time
buckets set {tk }) ,

start from t0 = 0. Each matrix entry represents
the value of the Expected Exposure (EE), EEk :=
+
N
1
N ∑n=1 MtM ( tk , Sk,n ) , obtained by applying eq.
(13). Last row gives the value of the Expected Posi-

• time to maturity T : one year .

tive Exposure (EPE), EPE :=
according to eq. (14).

According to the choice of several banks to consider an increasing sampling frequency over time,
because of accuracy decreasing over large horizons,
we decide to set time buckets in the following range


1 2 3 4 2 3 6 9
0, , , , , , , , , 1 ,
52 52 52 52 12 12 12 12

type
call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call

position
sell
sell
sell
sell
sell
buy
buy
buy
buy
buy

strike
100
110
120
125
115
80
85
90
80
95

calculated

The efficiency evaluation of exploited procedures requires a comparison between the value
obtained by simulations and a benchmark. The
benchmark value for this application can not be a
closed Black-Scholes approach. Hence, we use a
Monte Carlo-Sobol sequence with a large enough
number of points as an acceptable pivot value. We
use 106 points. The vector quantization and the
Monte Carlo techniques are tested with 103 points.

namely, we are considering the first, the second, the
third and the fourth week and then the second, the
third, the sixth and the twelfth month of the year.
For computational purposes, we consider n =
10 European call options, whose features are described in the Table 1 below.

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
Option 5
Option 6
Option 7
Option 8
Option 9
Option 10

∑kK=1 EEk ·∆k
,
T

In the case of quantization approach, such a
comparison is given by the evaluation of the (percent) relative error ε with respect to the benchmark
value. As regards the Monte Carlo approach, the
analyzed quantity is the (percent) relative standard
error (RSD). By the Law of large numbers, it is well
known that the Monte Carlo approach always converges to the true value, hence its standard deviation is more informative than the single execution
error. Finally, we also tested the Monte Carlo-Sobol
technique, based on binary digits that well fill the
[0, 1] interval.

maturity
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year

To summarize, all the different techniques were
compared with the same number of points and
avoiding too sophisticated versions, to keep the
comparison as fair as possible.

TABLE 1: Description of the portfolio. The table summarizes
the characteristics of the netting set

We observe that such a portfolio represents a
simple strategy, where the investor reduces the cost
of his/her long position by selling some out of the
money options. Of course, we always have an effective counterparty risk, because the MtM is always
positive after netting the different deals.
To better understand the characteristics of the
portfolio, let us consider Figure 4, which show the
portfolio profile for the different volatilities. It is
a long style portfolio, with different levels of delta
sensitivities.
In order to evaluate the Expected Positive Exposure (EPE), we compare the quantization approach
with standard Monte Carlo method. We distinguish
several cases, depending on the moneyness, i.e. the
relative position of St versus the strike price K of the
considered call option, and volatility parameters.
Each case will be analyzed with respect to the
Monte Carlo-Sobol approach, see, e.g., [8], with
N = 103 , as well as considering the Monte Carlo
simulations (MC) and the quantization grids (Q),
with N = 103 .
In what follows we always consider a ( D +
1) × 1 matrix, D being the number of time buckets taken into account, hence D = 9, since we

For the sake of completeness and in order to
stress how the quantization technique perform better than Monte Carlo method, we present a couple
of pictures in Figure 5 which clearly shows how
the VQ technique performs with an excellent accuracy over the different situations. The plots were
obtained for a more granular combination of the
couple (Spot,Volatility) values.
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t
1w
2w
3w
1m
2m
3m
6m
9m
1y
EPE

MC-Sobol 106
EE
43,2046
43,2295
43,2544
43,2794
43,3961
43,5047
43,8322
44,1618
44,4932
43,9680

Quantization
EE
ε
43,2046
0,000%
43,2295
0,000%
43,2545
0,000%
43,2794
0,000%
43,3961
0,000%
43,5047
0,000%
43,8322
0,000%
44,1622
0,001%
44,4947
0,003%
43,9685
0,001%

MC
EE
43,0270
43,2493
43,5015
43,6627
44,0782
43,5111
43,8842
44,4613
43,7864
43,9500

RSD
0,397%
0,556%
0,703%
0,796%
1,133%
1,402%
2,006%
2,593%
3,108%
-0,041%

MC-Sobol 103
EE
RSD
43,2075
0,395%
43,2313
0,561%
43,2551
0,689%
43,2780
0,797%
43,4130
1,175%
43,5073
1,442%
43,8006
2,070%
44,0230
2,594%
44,2799
3,038%
43,8739
-0,214%

TABLE 2: EPE: S0 = 90; σ = 15%.

t
1w
2w
3w
1m
2m
3m
6m
9m
1y
EPE

MC-Sobol 106
EE
46,9927
47,0198
47,0469
47,0741
47,2010
47,3191
47,6754
48,0339
48,3959
47,8235

Quantization
EE
ε
46,9927
0,000%
47,0198
0,000%
47,0469
0,000%
47,0741
0,000%
47,2010
0,000%
47,3191
0,000%
47,6754
0,000%
48,0343
0,001%
48,3959
0,000%
47,8236
0,000%

MC
EE
46,7828
47,0434
47,3357
47,5249
48,0119
47,3390
47,7557
48,2721
47,6342
47,7978

RSD
0,431%
0,603%
0,762%
0,863%
1,229%
1,524%
2,192%
2,854%
3,514%
-0,054%

MC-Sobol 103
EE
RSD
46,9962
0,428%
47,0217
0,608%
47,0469
0,747%
47,0708
0,864%
47,2200
1,275%
47,3173
1,564%
47,6196
2,255%
47,6500
2,851%
47,9992
3,441%
47,6160
-0,434%

TABLE 3: EPE: S0 = 90, σ = 25%.

t
1w
2w
3w
1m
2m
3m
6m
9m
1y
EPE

MC-Sobol 106
EE
47,7306
47,7582
47,7857
47,8133
47,9422
48,0622
48,4241
48,7882
49,1575
48,5749

Quantization
EE
ε
47,7306
0,000%
47,7582
0,000%
47,7857
0,000%
47,8133
0,000%
47,9422
0,000%
48,0622
0,000%
48,4240
0,000%
48,7886
0,001%
49,1558
-0,003%
48,5746
-0,001%

MC
EE
47,5140
47,7826
48,0830
48,2780
48,7806
48,0860
48,5124
48,9964
48,2559
48,5118

TABLE 4: EPE: S0 = 90, σ = 30%.
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RSD
0,437%
0,612%
0,774%
0,876%
1,248%
1,549%
2,231%
2,912%
3,630%
-0,130%

MC-Sobol 103
EE
RSD
47,7343
0,435%
47,7600
0,618%
47,7856
0,758%
47,8095
0,878%
47,9616
1,295%
48,0593
1,589%
48,3640
2,293%
48,3327
2,909%
48,7381
3,562%
48,3427
-0,478%
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t
1w
2w
3w
1m
2m
3m
6m
9m
1y
EPE

MC-Sobol 106
EE
72,8655
72,9076
72,9496
72,9917
73,1885
73,3717
73,9240
74,4805
75,0427
74,1542

Quantization
EE
ε
72,8655
0,000%
72,9076
0,000%
72,9496
0,000%
72,9917
0,000%
73,1885
0,000%
73,3717
0,000%
73,9241
0,000%
74,4806
0,000%
75,0413
-0,002%
74,1539
0,000%

MC
EE
72,6680
72,9346
73,1960
73,4069
74,0274
73,5099
74,2934
74,6268
73,8332
74,0770

RSD
0,261%
0,367%
0,461%
0,523%
0,743%
0,921%
1,307%
1,668%
2,014%
-0,104%

MC-Sobol 103
EE
RSD
72,8699
0,260%
72,9088
0,370%
72,9475
0,454%
72,9848
0,524%
73,1987
0,772%
73,3760
0,943%
73,8819
1,344%
74,2621
1,663%
74,9814
1,947%
74,0749
-0,107%

TABLE 5: EPE: S0 = 100, σ = 15%.

t
1w
2w
3w
1m
2m
3m
6m
9m
1y
EPE

MC-Sobol 106
EE
67,4010
67,4399
67,4788
67,5178
67,6998
67,8692
68,3802
68,8948
69,4187
68,5940

Quantization
EE
ε
67,4010
0,000%
67,4399
0,000%
67,4788
0,000%
67,5178
0,000%
67,6998
0,000%
67,8693
0,000%
68,3802
0,000%
68,8950
0,000%
69,4136
-0,007%
68,5928
-0,002%

MC
EE
67,1742
67,4702
67,7642
67,9937
68,6477
68,0152
68,7876
68,9584
67,9605
68,4553

RSD
0,324%
0,454%
0,572%
0,648%
0,922%
1,143%
1,628%
2,105%
2,598%
-0,202%

MC-Sobol 103
EE
RSD
67,4059
0,323%
67,4413
0,458%
67,4762
0,562%
67,5093
0,649%
67,7117
0,956%
67,8683
1,170%
68,3127
1,678%
68,5799
2,091%
69,3288
2,528%
68,4768
-0,171%

TABLE 6: EPE: S0 = 100, σ = 25%.

t
1w
2w
3w
1m
2m
3m
6m
9m
1y
EPE

MC-Sobol 106
EE
65,1553
65,1929
65,2305
65,2682
65,4441
65,6079
66,1019
66,5994
67,1050
66,3084

Quantization
EE
ε
65,1553
0,000%
65,1929
0,000%
65,2305
0,000%
65,2682
0,000%
65,4441
0,000%
65,6080
0,000%
66,1019
0,000%
66,5995
0,000%
67,1009
-0,006%
66,3074
-0,002%

MC
EE
64,9228
65,2234
65,5253
65,7566
66,4081
65,7466
66,4923
66,6467
65,6449
66,1620

RSD
0,343%
0,482%
0,606%
0,687%
0,977%
1,212%
1,730%
2,244%
2,793%
-0,221%

MC-Sobol 103
EE
RSD
65,1602
0,342%
65,1943
0,485%
65,2280
0,595%
65,2597
0,688%
65,4570
1,014%
65,6057
1,241%
66,0304
1,783%
66,2413
2,229%
67,0159
2,725%
66,1796
-0,194%

TABLE 7: EPE: S0 = 100, σ = 30%.
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t
1w
2w
3w
1m
2m
3m
6m
9m
1y
EPE

MC-Sobol 106
EE
98,7977
98,8547
98,9117
98,9688
99,2356
99,4840
100,2328
100,9877
101,7500
100,5451

Quantization
EE
ε
98,7977
0,000%
98,8547
0,000%
98,9117
0,000%
98,9688
0,000%
99,2356
0,000%
99,4840
0,000%
100,2330
0,000%
100,9875
0,000%
101,7478 -0,002%
100,5446 -0,001%

MC
EE
98,6315
98,8811
99,0999
99,3123
100,0037
99,6874
100,7310
101,0650
100,3987
100,4446

RSD
0,163%
0,229%
0,287%
0,325%
0,464%
0,583%
0,838%
1,067%
1,311%
-0,100%

MC-Sobol 103
EE
RSD
98,8022
0,162%
98,8554
0,231%
98,9084
0,283%
98,9602
0,327%
99,2391
0,484%
99,4959
0,593%
100,2215
0,853%
100,8730
1,069%
101,8382
1,267%
100,5368
-0,008%

TABLE 8: EPE: S0 = 110, σ = 15%.

t
1w
2w
3w
1m
2m
3m
6m
9m
1y
EPE

MC-Sobol 106
EE
86,0245
86,0741
86,1238
86,1735
86,4058
86,6221
87,2741
87,9312
88,5985
87,5468

Quantization
EE
ε
86,0245
0,000%
86,0741
0,000%
86,1238
0,000%
86,1735
0,000%
86,4058
0,000%
86,6221
0,000%
87,2742
0,000%
87,9312
0,000%
88,5931
-0,006%
87,5455
-0,001%

MC
EE
85,8108
86,1065
86,3724
86,6148
87,3595
86,8556
87,8982
87,9533
86,9043
87,3997

RSD
0,240%
0,337%
0,422%
0,479%
0,683%
0,851%
1,217%
1,573%
1,971%
-0,168%

MC-Sobol 103
EE
RSD
86,0299
0,239%
86,0750
0,339%
86,1197
0,416%
86,1627
0,481%
86,4108
0,710%
86,6264
0,870%
87,2187
1,253%
87,7869
1,570%
88,7438
1,895%
87,5339
-0,015%

TABLE 9: EPE: S0 = 110, σ = 25%.

t
1w
2w
3w
1m
2m
3m
6m
9m
1y
EPE

MC-Sobol 106
EE
81,2310
81,2778
81,3247
81,3717
81,5910
81,7952
82,4110
83,0314
83,6642
82,6691

Quantization
EE
ε
81,2310
0,000%
81,2779
0,000%
81,3248
0,000%
81,3717
0,000%
81,5911
0,000%
81,7953
0,000%
82,4111
0,000%
83,0315
0,000%
83,6566
-0,009%
82,6673
-0,002%

MC
EE
81,0056
81,3111
81,5913
81,8380
82,5810
82,0209
83,0250
83,0321
82,0085
82,5270

TABLE 10: EPE: S0 = 110, σ = 30%.
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RSD
0,267%
0,376%
0,471%
0,534%
0,761%
0,948%
1,353%
1,756%
2,212%
-0,172%

MC-Sobol 103
EE
RSD
81,2365
0,267%
81,2789
0,378%
81,3207
0,464%
81,3606
0,536%
81,5975
0,791%
81,7972
0,969%
82,3446
1,395%
82,8665
1,747%
83,7492
2,135%
82,6331
-0,044%

COUNTERPARTY RISK MANAGEMENT

FIGURE 5: On the left: VQ: EPE error ε for portfolio. On the right:MC: EPE relative error RSD for portfolio.
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Offshore Wind Investment
under Uncertainty
Part I

The authors present a new real options
model, different from the already known
ones, aimed at providing in a simultaneously way optimised outcomes with respect to the timing, the size and the financing leverage of investments. In order to do so, they focus on an offshore
wind investment located in Sweden. The
article is divided in two parts: this first
part will show the methodology of the
real option valuation and describe data
and model assumptions. The second
part will follow in the next Argo issue.

giving a practical assessment of the investment decisions. We define a base case scenario and present
a comprehensive scenario analysis, which exhibits
how the model responds to variations in its parameter inputs, i.e. its key investment drivers of capacity
capital cost, operating cost, net capacity factor, discount rate, taxation rate and bankruptcy cost, in
addition to expected growth rate and volatility of
Nordic electricity returns. The investment entry
price in the base case is shown to be approximately
EUR 48, with optimal installed capacity being approximately 2.5MW of the proposed 3MWs and
optimal financing comprising approximately 89%
debt. We identify an economic limitation of the
model for offshore wind investment. Counterintuitively, the higher the net capacity factor of the
wind farm, and hence production elasticity, then
the later the decision is made to invest under the
model. Because wind farms have no fuel costs then
the higher the net energy yield, the greater the return on investment is for the same capital costs. The
normal commercial expectation here would be for
earlier, rather than later, investment. Despite this
limitation, and some others discussed, the model
shows the importance of considering and understanding how investment drivers to offshore wind
investment impact on the investment decisions of
timing, size and leverage jointly.
When considering the development of any tangible, long-lived asset, there are a number of key
variables that must be evaluated in terms of their
impact on investment return. Typically, these vari-

James SAVAGE
Mark CUMMINS
Jean CHARPIN

n this two-part article series, we apply a novel
real options model, recently proposed in the
literature, which provides simultaneously optimised outcomes with respect to (i) when to
invest, (ii) how much to invest, and (iii) by how
much to lever the financing of the investment. The
model is superior to previous models of this type
in its joint optimisation of investment timing, size
and leverage. We value an assumed offshore wind
investment located in Swedish territorial waters,

I
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ables will include the upfront capital costs, production capacity, the sales price per unit, operating
expenses, financing costs, and taxation.11 This is no
simple task given the long time horizons that can
be involved. Accordingly, conventional valuation
methodologies concentrate on the derivation of a
central financial forecast. In effect, this requires a
base scenario to be developed using probabilityweighted mean assumptions for each of the key
variables [2]. Next, the outputs from this scenario
are distilled down to a single net present value
(NPV) for the project. An investment rule is then
applied against this value. If the NPV is greater
than zero, then the investor should proceed with
the project and, if it is less than zero, then the
investor should not. However, the problem with
relying too heavily on such forecasts is that accuracy in the main assumptions that underpin these
forecasts is critical [3]. Moreover, such conventional
discounted cash flow methods suffer a number of
limitations, most notably the lack of flexibility to
capture in practice the inherent uncertainty and
optionality in the investment process. This has
led to the development of more flexible real options valuation (ROV) methodologies over the past
thirty years. Based on modern financial options
theory, these techniques present a double-edged
sword for the investor. On the one hand, for certain types of investments, they provide insights
into value that more conventional techniques do
not, e.g. how management can change the value
of the investment over time by exercising options
such as when to make the investment, when to
expand or contract the size of the investment, or
when to abandon the investment altogether. On
the other hand, such methods are far more mathematically complex to understand and implement
than is the near-ubiquitous NPV rule and often require simplifying assumptions to be made. As a
result, there is the perennial concern that given the
model dependency of ROV techniques, real world
dynamics may differ significantly from the underlying theory. Such models may also be sensitive
to particular parameter choices. This brings into
question the marginal utility of the additional effort required to develop sophisticated ROV models
relative to the more flexible, intuitively appealing,
and widely-accepted NPV approach. However, the
2008 global financial crisis acts as a timely reminder
of the impact that volatility can have on actual returns on investment. Hence, continued testing of
ROV models to practical investments is required to
assess whether marginal utility is truly limited. In

this regard, we contribute to the existing literature
by considering a real options analysis of offshore
wind investment, applying a recently developed
model that provides simultaneously optimised outcomes with respect to investment timing, size and
leverage.
Investment appraisal is a challenging exercise
for any large scale utility project. This challenge
is heightened when considering renewable energy
based power generation investment given the relative immaturity of the technologies compared to
conventional fossil fuel based technologies. This
brings increased investment uncertainty and risk.
Fernandes et al. [4] provide a detailed survey of
the recent literature that applies the real options
framework to energy and renewable energy investment, where in the latter case the literature may be
categorised into power generation investment, renewable energy policy evaluation and R&D investment. Of the categories of ROV renewable energy
investment literature identified by Fernandes et al.
[4], our paper falls into the first category, that of
power generation investment. We contribute to this
literature through the application of the novel and
flexible ROV model proposed by Sarkar [5]. This is
the first ROV model to provide simultaneously optimised outcomes with respect to (i) when to invest,
(ii) how much to invest, and (iii) by how much to
lever the financing of the investment; all three of
which are fundamental to any investment decision.
The Sarkar [5] model lies within the seminal ROV
framework of Dixit and Pindyck [6] and extends the
work of Bar-Ilan and Strange [7] and Dangl [8], who
account for flexibility in the optimal timing and optimal size of investment but are limited in their
study to the assumption of no debt financing. It additionally extends the more recent work of Mauer
and Sarkar [9] and Lyandres and Zhdanov [10] who
investigate the effect of debt on investment timing
but are constrained in their work by not having
the flexibility to decide on investment size. Given
that most firms work to an optimal mix of debt and
equity, the Sarkar [5] model offers the flexibility to
additionally consider the firm’s optimal leverage
position. With our objective being to value offshore
wind investment in the jurisdiction of Sweden, the
Sarkar [5] model allows us to practically assess the
optimal investment timing, investment size and
investment leverage for such a large scale renewable energy investment. Specifically, we present
insights into the optimal entry price trigger for the
investment, comparing results to the current Nordic
power market, along with insights into the optimal

11 Not meant as an exhaustive list. It is worth noting that [1] provide a more holistic set of uncertainties with respect to utility
planning.
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installed capacity and level of debt financing recommended by the model. Our paper is in spirit of
Boomsma et al. [11] in certain respects but differs in
that these authors only consider investment timing
and investment size, whereas we consider additionally and jointly the optimal financial structure. The
authors are not aware of any previous work that applies the extended model of Sarkar [5] to a practical
project appraisal exercise, and certainly not within
the renewable energy investment space. Additionally, to the authors’ best knowledge, no previous
paper applies ROV techniques to potential offshore
wind farm investment and so we extend the literature in this regard. Weaver [34] uses a conventional
discounted cash flow approach to analyse the financial attractiveness of offshore wind investment,
showing that project annualised returns range between 8% and 11% above prescribed costs of capital
and that cost of capital is more important than site
selection in achieving lower cost of energy. Levitt
et al. [?] consider the pricing of offshore wind but
use a pro-forma cash flow model to determine the
levelised cost of energy and the breakeven point for
financial viability.

such investment, assuming that wind farms can
be built in modular (i.e. sequential) fashion and
includes part-funding with risky debt. Fleten et al.
[12] consider onshore wind in Norway, modelling
the three-year Nordic power price series as a Geometric Brownian Motion. The authors allow for
optimal capacity choice, but do not solve explicitly for it. Kjærland [13] and Bøckman et al. [14]
consider small hydropower in Norway, with the
latter considering the optimal investment amount
(but with each project having a finite maximum
capacity). Fleten and Ringen [15], Yang et al. [16]
and Munoz et al. [17] all consider onshore wind
again, in Norway, China and Spain respectively,
with the former and latter papers modelling wind
speed under a Weibull distribution. Siddiqui and
Fleten [18] propose a model that dynamically takes
increasing commercialisation of alternative energy
technologies into account. Boomsma et al. [11]
consider onshore wind farm in Norway and use
a real option analysis to assess investment timing
and investment size. Capital costs are modelled
as a function of the spot price of steel, while regulatory risk is capture via Markov switching. Our
paper aligns most closely with Boomsma et al. [11],
although our extension is as set out above and their
focus is on assessing different support schemes. Lee
[19] consider the application of real options for the
appraisal of wind investment cast studies in Taiwan. Other relevant literature includes Davis and
Owens [22], Siddiqui et al. [23], Menegaki [24], and
Martinez-Cesena and Mutale [25], while Bilgili et
al. [26] provide an comprehensive overview of the
onshore and offshore wind markets in Europe.

We present a comprehensive scenario analysis
that provides practical insights into how the Sarkar
[5] model, in valuing the offshore wind investment, reacts to changes in its key parameter inputs;
namely, the unit capacity capital cost, unit operating
cost, net capacity factor (i.e. production elasticity),
discount rate, taxation rate and bankruptcy cost, in
addition to the estimated expected growth rate and
volatility of the driving Nordic power price series
(under assumed Geometric Brownian Motion price
dynamics). We consider a range of parameter scenarios for contrast against a defined base case. The
discussion focuses on the economic interpretation
of the output from the Sarkar [5] model. Our analysis shows the importance of understanding how
the investment decisions, in terms of investment
timing, size and leverage, jointly interplay with the
factors that drive the investment. Such interplay
is lost in previous, more constrained real options
methodologies. For the parameter scenarios, each
input parameter is taken in turn, variations of this
parameter are then considered within reasonable
bounds while the remaining parameters are maintained at the base case choices.

Real Options Valuation Methodology
The Sarkar [5] real options valuation (ROV) model
is applied in this study as it is the first such model
to provide simultaneously optimised outcomes
with respect to when to invest, how much to invest, and how much by which to lever the financing
of the investment. All three of these outcomes are
fundamental to any investment decision. Accordingly, this paper seeks to investigate and evaluate
this model further by way of an objectively-derived
case study; namely, an offshore wind farm. The
goals of this undertaking are (i) to establish what
additional insights this model can provide to the
capital budgeting process of such an asset class and
(ii) to assess the model’s potential in terms of becoming a feasible alternative to more conventional
valuation methodologies for investments of this nature. The potential investment under consideration
in the case study will be a notional offshore wind
farm located in Swedish territorial waters. This

The focus on offshore wind and the simultaneous consideration, from a real options perspective,
of optimal investment timing, investment size and
investment leverage is quite distinct from the current literature. Venetsanos et al. [21] consider onshore wind in Greece and utilise a Black-Scholes
partial differential equation framework to value
Spring 2015
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asset is assumed to be still in the early stages of
development, i.e. no decision has been made yet
either to proceed with an irreversible investment
commitment or, alternatively, to abandon the development work altogether. This investment is considered to be an appropriate choice of case study for
the following reasons:

noting how a Swedish offshore wind farm has nearidentical properties to the hypothetical firms referred to in most general ROV models. For example, with reference to the assumptions of Mauer
and Ott [27], the power generated is a single commodity product, which can be measured in small
discrete amounts, which is produced continuously
through time, which has near-constant operating
costs (e.g. zero feedstock costs), and which is sold
as soon as it is produced (i.e. no option to store)
into a fully liberalised marketplace. In terms of
the literature, Venetsanos et al. [21] detail further
ways in which investing in a wind farm mimics a
financial call option in nature, while Fernandes et
al. [4] provide a good cross-sectional summary of
how real options theory has been applied to the
energy sector.

• Wind farms are long-lived, capital-intensive
assets that can possess significant real option
value. This makes them good candidates for
this form of inductive analysis;
• A standalone wind farm is a single-asset
project, which produces a commodity product, for which it is a price-taker;
• In terms of having a market-observable state
variable, Sweden is part of the Nord Pool,
which is Europe’s largest and most liquid market for physical and financial power contracts
[11];

Sarkar Valuation Model
The Sarkar [5] valuation model (herein referred
to as the SVM) will be described in stages that
build towards the specification that simultaneously
optimises investment size, timing and financing.
We keep the exposition and notation consistent
with Sarkar [5] where possible, reproducing extant
results soley for the convenience of the reader. For
further details on the dynamics of the model, we
refer the reader to Sarkar (2011).

• Due to their more complex construction processes, offshore wind farms have a significantly higher irreversible investment requirement than onshore wind farms;
• Equally, offshore wind farms take longer to
develop and build than onshore wind farms
do, i.e. time-lag considerations are of greater
potential importance;

Valuation of an Active Firm with an Option to
Abandon. The basis of the SVM is a notional firm
with limited liability that is capable of producing
Q number of units per unit time. As per Bar-Ilan
and Strange [7], the investment cost can be represented as kK, where K is the choice of capital and
k is the cost per unit of K, and the production capacity is Q = K a , where 0 < a < 1. Given this, the
investment cost can be represented as kQ β , where
β is the reciprocal of a. The output price P (or
state variable) is assumed to evolve according to
the following Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM)
process:
dPt = µdt + σdzt .

• Because of their size, offshore wind farms
are developed mostly by large energy firms
with good access to the capital markets , i.e.
reduced risk of funding constraints;
• Because they have no fuel costs, wind farms
enjoy high levels of operating profitability relative to conventional power generation assets.
This provides more scope for the testing of
debt financing capacity.
It can be readily demonstrated that an investor
in a wind farm is confronted with the issues of irreversibility, uncertainty, and when to invest. For
example, once manufactured, wind turbines serve
no economically worthwhile purpose, save for electrical power generation. Secondly, there are the
multiple uncertainties with respect to both revenues
and costs per unit (with an amplification of such
risks for equity providers if they lever their investment with risky debt). Thirdly, management have
a reasonable degree of discretion as to when and if
they exercise the options available to the project (e.g.
timing; initial investment size; financial structure;
expansion; abandonment). It is particularly worth

The marginal (or variable) cost of production is w
and the corporate tax rate is τ. This permits the
net profit stream π to be expressed on a post-tax
basis as π = (1 − τ ) ( P − w) Q. The value of an active firm with the option to abandon, V ( P), is then
determined by solving
1 2 2 00
σ P V ( P) + µPV 0 ( P) − ρV ( P) + π = 0, (1)
2
leading to the following expression:


w
P
V ( P ) = (1 − τ ) Q
−
+ A1 Pγ2 ,
ρ−µ
ρ
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r
where γ2 =

1
2

− µ/σ2 −

2ρ/σ2 +



1
2

− µ/σ2

2

bankruptcy threshold, i.e. at the trigger price Pb ,
the value-matching and smooth-pasting conditions
respectively are E ( Pb ) = 0 and E0 ( Pb ) = 0. By
solving these boundary conditions, the following
solutions can then be obtained for Pb and E1 respectively:

and

the risk-free rate ρ must be greater than µ in order
to avoid any infinite outcomes. At the threshold
between continuing and winding up the firm. i.e.
at the exit-trigger price Pe , the value-matching
and smooth-pasting conditions respectively are
V ( Pe ) = 0 and V 0 ( Pe ) = 0. By solving these
boundary conditions, the following solutions can
then be obtained for the constants Pe and A1 respectively:

Pb = (w + c/Q) (1 − µ/ρ) (1 − 1/γ2 )−1 ,

E1 = −

Pe = w (1 − µ/ρ) (1 − 1/γ2 )−1 ,

A1 =



1− γ
(1 − τ ) Q Pe 2
γ2 (ρ − µ)

.

.

F ( P) = F0 Pγ1 ,
where F0 is a constant that now needs to be
optimally solved for in terms of when to exercise the option to invest and γ1 = 21 − µ/σ2 +
r

2
2ρ/σ2 + 12 − µ/σ2 . Indeed, at the investment

c
+ D1 Pγ2 ,
ρ

threshold, i.e. at the trigger price P∗ , the valuematching and smooth-pasting conditions respectively for the levered firm are as follows:

where DPγ2 is the value of the option to the equity providers to declare bankruptcy by defaulting on payments to the debt providers and D1 is
a constant that must now be solved for. In the
event of bankruptcy occurring, the value of the
debt becomes the value of the newly unlevered
firm (V ( Pb )) less the fractional bankruptcy costs α
as follow: D ( Pb ) = (1 − α) V ( Pb ). Through substitution the following expression for D1 is derived:


c
−γ
D1 = (1 − α) V ( Pb ) −
P 2.
ρ b

F ( P∗ ) = F0 ( P∗ )γ1 = D ( P∗ ) + E ( P∗ ) − kQ β ,

F 0 ( P∗ ) = γ1 F0 ( P∗ )γ1 −1 = D 0 ( P∗ ) + E0 ( P∗ ) .
By solving these boundary conditions, the following solutions can then be obtained for F0 and the
optimal investment trigger P∗ respectively (the latter requiring numerical solution):
h
i
F0 = D ( P∗ ) + E ( P∗ ) − kQ β ( P∗ )γ1 ,

Valuation of Equity in an Active Levered Firm. In
an active firm with perpetual debt, the value of equity, E( P), can also be determined by means of
solving Eq. (1) with π = (1 − τ ) [ Q ( P − w) − c]
(i.e. the after-tax net profit for equity holders), and
which leads to the following expression:

τc (1 − τ ) Qw (1 − τ ) QP∗ (1 − 1/γ1 )
−
+
ρ
ρ
ρ−µ

( D1 + E1 ) (1 − γ2 /γ1 ) ( P∗ )γ2 = kQ β .




P
w + c/Q
E ( P ) = (1 − τ ) Q
−
+ E1 Pγ2 ,
ρ−µ
ρ
where E1 is a constant that now needs to be solved
optimally for in terms of when to exercise the option to make the firm bankrupt. Indeed, at the
Spring 2015

γ2 (ρ − µ)

Optimal Timing for an Inactive Levered Firm.
The optimal trigger to invest in this firm is the
one that maximises the total value of the levered
firm where the value of the option to invest is a
function of the state variable P. Moreover, this option value, F ( P), can be determined from Eq. (1)
with π = 0, leading to the following expression:

Valuation of Debt in an Active Levered Firm. As
per Sarkar [5], we consider now the level of dept
of the operating levered firm after the investment
has been made. Assuming (i) debt, D ( P), to be
perpetual and unvarying once borrowed and (ii)
the related cost of interest, c, to be constant through
time, then solving Eq. (1) with π = c leads to the
following expression for D:
D ( P) =



1− γ
(1 − τ ) Q Pb 2

(2)

Optimal Investment Size when Investing. An optimal choice of Q is one that would maximise the
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value of the option to invest, F0 Pγ1 , i.e. at the
0
boundary point where dF
dP = 0. After some simplification, this leads to the following equation:

P∗
w
−
+
(1 − τ )
ρ−µ
ρ


dD1
β −1
∗ γ2 dE1
= 0,
− kβQ
+ (P )
+
dQ
dQ

Power Prices (P). Given that a notional Swedish
offshore wind farm is being used as a case study,
Nordic electricity futures contract prices are used
for the state variable. Specifically, the prices for a
futures contracts with a rolling three years to maturity will be used, spanning the period 10/01/200530/04/2013. This contract has been chosen in order
to remove as much as possible the effects of shortterm pricing volatility, as this just represents noise
in terms of assessing the return on a long-term
investment. Moreover, this approach is consistent
with those adopted by Fleten et al. [12], Kjærland
[13], Bøckman et al. [14], Siddiqui and Fleten [18],
and Boomsma et al. [11] respectively. Moreover,
Kjærland [13] discusses that the volatility is high for
forward contracts with a short term to maturity and
that it decreases with convexity for contracts with a
longer term to maturity; the usual Samuelson effect
observed in forward term structure volatility. Table
1 provides descriptive statistics for the three-year
rolling futures prices series. From this time series,
the drift parameter, µ, is estimated to be 2.81% and
the volatility parameter, σ, is estimated to be 17.1%.
These figures will be used in setting our base case
for the scenario analysis to follow.



(3)

where


dE1
w/c + γ2 /Q
= E1
dQ
1 + Qw/c
and
dD1
(1 − α) A1 cγ2 (1 − α) (1 − τ )
×
=
+
dQ
Q
Qρ ( Pb )γ2

1
1
−
+
1 − 1/γ2
1 + c/Qw
1
Qw
−
−
cγ2 (1 − γ2 ) (1 − α) (1 − τ ) (1 + Qw/c)
Eq. (3) can be solved for numerically. However, in
order to find both the optimal investment trigger
(P∗ ) and investment size (Q∗ ), Eqs. (2) and (3) need
to be solved for simultaneously.

Descriptive Statistics
No. Obs.
Median
Max.
Min.

Optimal Financial Structure upon Investment.
As per Leland [28], for any given level of P, the
optimal level of interest cost, c∗ , maximises the total firm value (equity plus debt). The first order
dD ( P)
dE( P)
condition for this optimisation is dc + dc = 0,
which simplifies to


τ
dD1
dE1
γ2
+P
+
.
ρ
dc
dc

Pb
P∗

γ2

+

γ2 [1 − (1 − α) (1 − τ )]
= 1.
τ (1 + Qw/c)

Mean
St. Dev.
Skew
Kurt.

42.95
15%
0.56
1.32

TABLE 1: Descriptive Statistic: Three-Year Rolling Nordic Electricity Futures. Monetary amounts in EUR/MWh.

Figure 1 plots the three-year rolling futures
prices series. This figure also includes a plot of
green certificates prices over the period 02/01/200930/04/2013, where to improve the visual clarity of
the plot we have smoothed the time series using a
moving average lowpass filter. Green certificates
provide additional value to electricity producers
from renewable energy sources, however the Sarkar
[5] model as a single factor model (used here to
capture electricity price dynamics) does not have
the flexibility to capture this second factor.

This leads to the following equation that must be
satisfied by the optimal coupon level, given the
optimal investment timing P∗ :


2,032
42.8
67.4
27.01

(4)

In order to jointly find the optimal investment trigger (P∗ ), optimal investment size (Q∗ ) and optimal
debt level (c∗ ), Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) need to be
solved for simultaneously.

Production Capacity (a). The main economic attraction of generating power using offshore wind
farms is that the wind speeds are much higher than
they are onshore [29], [30]. This is due to both
the lower turbulence intensity and the lower wind
shear that the smooth surface of the water helps to
create [31]. The particular advantage with higher

Data and Model Assumptions
In this section, the main data sources and assumptions driving the SVM are discussed.
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FIGURE 1: Rolling 3-Year Nordic Futures Prices.

ally expressed as Q = K × NCF × UT, where K
is the installed capacity in megawatts (MW), NCF
is the net capacity factor, and UT is unit time (as
measured in hours). The result is expressed in
megawatt hours (MWh). At the same time, as per
the SVM, Q can be expressed as Q = K a and so
it follows that a = logK (K × NCF × UT ) . For our
study we will conveniently use one hour as the
unit of time for unit consistency and consider all
monetary values in terms of euro/MWh.

wind speeds lies in the fact that the energy in the
wind varies with the third power of the wind speed.
For example, a doubling of the wind speed will
provide an eightfold increase in the available energy [32]. At the same time, wind is an intermittent
source of power, with the distribution of hourly
wind speeds best described using a Weibull distribution [31]. The issue with a distribution of this
nature though is the fact that around half of the
annual wind energy production (with an onshore
site) is generated in just 21% of the operating hours
[32]. From the perspective of making long-term
investment decisions, this timing sensitivity can
be overcome through the use of annualised data.
Equally, when considering a long-term investment,
inter-year variations can also be assumed to average
out. On the other hand, the risk that the energy
forecast has been inaccurately made falls outside of
the scope of this paper. In any event, [33] find that
the expected net capacity factor (NCF) in their sample of German offshore wind farms ranges from
41% to 52%. Further examples of NCFs from existing offshore wind farms are shown in Table 2. Here,
they range from 29% to 48%. For the purposes of
this paper, a reasonable assumption of 42% is made
for the base case. However, for the scenario analysis, we consider a range of higher and lower NCF
levels.

Operating Costs (w). Krohn et al. [32] note that
due to the comparative infancy of the wind energy
industry, only a limited number of turbines have
reached their life expectancy of 20 years yet. As
such, estimates of operations and maintenance
costs over the full lifetime of a turbine remain uncertain. This is particularly an issue with offshore
wind farms, where virtually all of the data is less
than 10 years old [34]. Despite this shortcoming,
[32] calculate the annual operating costs for the
wind farms to be EUR 16 per megawatt hour (2008
prices) . This approach is based on an assumed
useful operating lifetime of 20 years and a discount
rate of 7.5% p.a. In contrast, KPMG [33] find that
planned operating costs are, on average, EUR 25.50
per megawatt hour (2010 prices) – a full 60% higher
(unknown discount rate). Similarly wide deviations
in estimates are found elsewhere in the literature by
both Levitt et al. [20] and Weaver [34]. In any event,
it is proposed to use the KPMG [33] assumption
of EUR 25.50 per megawatt hour for the base case,

Note that the constant elasticity function of
production a is directly linked to the NCF. Q is the
number of units produced in unit time and for a
wind farm the equivalent calculation is conventionSpring 2015
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Wind Farm
Middelgrunden
Horns Rev I
Samsø
North Hoyle
Nysted
Scroby Sands
Kentish Flats
Burbo
Lillgrund
Robin Rigg

Country
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
UK
Denmark
UK
UK
UK
Sweden
UK

Operations Began
2001
2002
2003
2003
2005
2005
2005
2007
2007
2008

NC (MW)
40
160
23
60
165
60
90
90
110
180

FLH p.a.
2,500
4,200
3,100
3,600
2,700
2,500
3,100
3,550
3,000
3,600

NCF
29%
48%
35%
41%
31%
29%
35%
41%
34%
41%

MAO (MWh)
100,000
672,000
71,300
216,000
445,500
150,000
279,000
319,500
330,000
648,000

TABLE 2: Expected Energy Output from European Offshore Wind Farms. NC = Nameplace capacity. FLH = Full Load Hours. NCF
= Net capacity factor. MAO = Mean Annual Output. Note that full-load hours is a normalised means of quantifying the output
from a power generating unit. When expressed as a percentage of the number of hours in a year, this becomes known as that
generating unit’s capacity factor. Values given have been adjusted by Krohn et al. [32] for wake effects, unavailability and losses in
transmission back to the coast.

partly because it benefits from being based on private information about projects that are still under
development and partly because Levitt et al. [20]
do likewise. The scenario analysis will consider
lower and higher operating costs.

planned investment costs and the distance to the
shore. From capital expenditure data adapted from
Kaiser and Snyder [35], the average cost for an
offshore wind farm due to be delivered in 2011 or
later is USD 4.6 million per MW versus the overall
sample average of USD 3.6 million per MW (2010
prices). Using an average exchange rate for 2010,
this equates to a cost of around EUR 3.5 million per
MW. Before arriving at a final assumed value for
the base case in our paper, it is worth noting how
Koch [38] finds that the average budget overrun on
capital expenditure is 27%, with a range from 0% to
65% and a standard deviation of 25%. At the same
time, these findings are based on an analysis of just
ten offshore wind farms in the UK and with the
use of publicly-available information only. On the
other hand, for the purposes of this paper, such cost
overruns can be assumed to be dealt with by way of
two means from the investor’s perspective: (1) the
turbine supplier or other construction contractors
are contractually obliged to absorb cost overruns
that they are liable for; and (2) the remainder are
paid for out of a contingency reserve maintained
by the project (which is assumed to be included
in the estimates provided in the literature). In
terms of the size of such a contingency reserve,
Yescombe [39] suggests, by way of guidance only,
that it ought to be 7-8% of total costs. However,
as it is not clear from the literature if such a contingency reserve is being included in these figures
or not, it is proposed to increase the KPMG [33]
figure by approximately 4%, so as to end up with
a final assumed value for capital expenditure of
EUR 3.75 million per megawatt of installed capacity.

Capital Expenditure (k). Krohn et al. [32] describe
offshore turbines as being 20% more costly than
their onshore equivalents; while the towers and
foundations are 250% more costly. Such higher
costs reflect the additional challenges of building
offshore (e.g. distance from shore; water depth;
constraints on site access due to adverse weather
conditions). However, the incurring of higher expenditure needs to be balanced against the superior
energy yields that can be achieved offshore [29].
Using a sample of 35 European offshore wind
farms (but excluding any wind farm built prior
to 2000), Kaiser and Snyder [35] provide estimates
for the level of capital expenditure involved. To
maintain consistency, all costs are inflated to 2010
prices and converted at a spot rate of exchange to
US dollars. In addition, any costs not specific to
the construction of each wind farm are excluded.
Kaiser and Snyder [35] then compare their estimates with those from a commercial database and
[36] respectively. An average of the three estimates
is taken in each instance. Notably, Kaiser and Snyder [35] find that capital expenditure per megawatt
of installed capacity is increasing over time for
offshore wind farms. Possible reasons for rising
costs include increasing water depths (as wind
farms move further offshore), rising commodity
costs, the centralisation and reduction of supply
chain competition, and increasing demand from onshore wind farms that are also under development.
Green and Vasilakos [37] cite similar reasons, while
[33] find a correlation coefficient of 0.51 between

Remaining Parameter Choices. In terms of the
choice of discount rate (ρ), for the base case in our
study, we utilise the study of Kost et al. [40] who
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examine the levelised cost of electricity for a range
of renewable energy technologies using German
data. It is shown that the weighted average cost of
capital in real terms for offshore wind is 7.7%. On
this basis and for convenience, we chose a value of
8% for the discount rate. In terms of the bankruptcy
costs (α), Thorburn [42] finds that direct costs in
Swedish bankruptcy auctions (with the exception
of pre-packaged bankruptcy proceedings) average
6.4% of the book value of the assets prior to filing
for bankruptcy proceedings. We use this figure for
the base case scenario but note that when scaled
against the realised auction proceeds of the assets,
the bankruptcy costs then rise to an average of

19.1%.
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Structural Positions
in Oil Futures Contracts
What are the useful Indicators?

Should an investor enter into long-term
positions in oil futures contracts? This
is the key question opening this article presented by Hilary Till. The author answers the question considering
three points: the case for structural positions in crude oil futures contracts, the
useful indicators for avoiding crash risk,
and the financial asset diversification
for downside hedging of oil price risk.

The Case for Structural Positions in
Crude Oil Futures Contracts
Portfolio Diversification
Why have asset allocation models typically included structural positions in crude oil futures contracts? The reason is primarily portfolio diversification. In order for a commodity index to not only
hedge bond investments against inflation, but also
do so effectively for equity investments, then the index needs to have a concentration in the petroleum
complex, according to Froot (1995).
Accordingly, the main commodity indices tend
to be heavily weighted in the petroleum complex.
What then drives returns in the petroleum futures
complex? A nuanced feature of all futures markets, including in crude oil, is how important the
structural shape of the futures curve has been for
driving returns, at least over the long run.

Hilary TILL12

hould an investor enter into long-term positions in oil futures contracts? In answering
this question, we will cover the following
three considerations: (i) the case for structural positions in crude oil futures contracts; (ii)
useful indicators for avoiding crash risk; and (iii)
financial asset diversification for downside hedging
of oil price risk. The paper will conclude by noting the conditions under which one might consider
including oil futures contracts in an investment
portfolio.

S

Key Long-Term Return Driver:
Curve

The Futures

To clarify terminology, when a near-month futures
contract is trading at a discount to more distant
contracts, we say that the shape of the commodity
futures curve is in “contango.” This is shown in
Figure 1 for the first four New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX) WTI crude oil futures contracts,

12 This paper is excerpted from a presentation given to the ESSEC Business School’s Energy and Commodity Finance Research
Center in Paris on March 27th , 2015. This seminar was organized by Professor Andrea Roncoroni and Professor Francis Declerck.
This seminar can be accessed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-Fg0yvcT_Q. In the past, Ms. Till has presented to the
U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission, the International Energy Agency, and to the (then) U.K. Financial Services Authority.
In addition, she has provided seminars (in Chicago) to staff from the Shanghai Futures Exchange and the China Financial Futures
Exchange.
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FIGURE 1: West Texas Intermediate (WTI): Near-Month Futures Contracts are in “Contango”. Source of Data: The Bloomberg.
Futures Curve as of March 4, 2011.

as of March 4th , 2011.

on whether to enter into crude oil futures contracts
depend on the contract’s curve shape? At least
historically, the answer has been yes.

In contrast, when a near-month contract is trading at a premium to more distant contracts, we say
that the shape of the commodity futures curve is in
“backwardation.” This, in turn, is shown in Figure 2
for the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) Brent crude
oil futures contracts, also as of March 4th , 2011.

Figure 5 shows how substantial the return difference has been, depending on whether one holds
WTI oil futures contracts unconditionally versus
only if the first-month futures price minus the
second-month futures price is positive; that is, if
the front-to-back spread is in backwardation.

Over sufficiently long timeframes, an individual futures market’s returns have tended to be related to the commodity’s structural futures curve
shape. In particular, Figure 3 shows that the commodity futures contracts that have had the highest returns have tended to be those in which the
front-month contract traded at a premium to the
deferred-delivery contracts; that is, those contracts
that had the highest levels of “backwardation” had
the highest returns. This figure uses data from 1983
to 2004. Correspondingly, the contracts that have
had the most negative results tended to be those
that typically traded at a discount to the deferreddelivery contracts; again, those contracts that had
the highest levels of “contango” on average had the
lowest returns.

The annualized returns from 1987 through the
end-of-August 2014 for holding and rolling WTI
futures contracts were 6.2% per year over T-bills.
Correspondingly, the returns over the same period
for only holding a WTI futures contract when the
contract’s front-to-back spread was in backwardation were 12.8% per year over T-bills. We can also
examine more recent results. Starting in July 2014,
the Brent futures market went into contango pretty
much continuously, as shown in Figure 6.
If one had elected to only buy and roll Brent
futures contracts when the contract was backwardated, then one’s returns would have been quite
different from the returns of a passive exposure to
Brent futures contracts. These results provide further (but not conclusive) evidence for using a curve
toggle for deciding upon whether to have exposure
to crude oil futures contracts. (One should note
that WTI futures contracts did not go into continuous contango until the end of November 2014, but
one did have advance warning through the Brent
futures curve structure.)

Figure 4 provides updated results from 1999
through June 2014. This particular graph shows
each contract’s excess return over T-bills vs. the
contract’s roll return. The roll return, in turn, provides a measure of the average structural shape of
the futures curve.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate that the average return for a futures contract has been related to its
curve shape. Also, the top performing contracts
were generally in the petroleum complex, which,
in turn, tended to have the highest average levels
of backwardation. Therefore, should the decision

At this point, an obvious query would be: what
is the fundamental reason for the curve shape being useful as a toggle for deciding on whether to
enter into crude oil futures contracts? This will be
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FIGURE 2: Brent: Near-Month Futures Contracts are in “Backwardation”. Source of Data: The Bloomberg. Futures Curve as of
March 4, 2011.

FIGURE 3: Graph based on Nash and Shrayer (2005), Slide 2.
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FIGURE 4: Graph based on Arnott (2014), Slide 16.

FIGURE 5: Source of Data: The Bloomberg. The Bloomberg ticker used for calculating WTI Futures-Only Returns is “SPGSCLP
<index>”.
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FIGURE 6: Source of Data: The Bloomberg. The Bloomberg ticker used for calculating Brent Futures-Only Returns is “SPGSBRP
<index>”.

covered later in the next section of this aticle.

“a lower Sharpe ratio but [with] positively skewed
returns.”

Useful Indicators for Avoiding Crash
Risk

Next, the IMF researcher looked into the performance of the following “hybrid” strategy. By
default, one would be in the carry trade strategy.
But one would “switch from the carry trade strategy to the fundamental strategy if the overvaluation or undervaluation of the foreign currency” was
beyond a threshold level. In other words, at fundamental valuation extremes, one toggles out of the
carry strategy into the fundamental strategy. This
strategy is evaluated using “monthly observations
from February 1985 to December 2008.”

Avoiding Crash Risk During Times of Low Spare
Capacity
If one accepts that a crude-oil-based investment
is an advisable diversifying asset for a balanced
portfolio of stocks and bonds, is there a way to
potentially avoid the crash risk of a crude oil holding? An inspiration for answering this question
can be found in an International Monetary Fund
(IMF) Working Paper, namely, Nozaki (2010). The
author discussed the currency carry strategy where
an investor takes “a short position in a currency
with a low interest rate and a long position in a
currency with a high interest rate.” This strategy’s
returns have had a “high Sharpe ratio, but its returns . . . [have also been] negatively skewed”; the
currency carry trade is “subject to crash risk.”
The IMF researcher then described a fundamental
valuation metric for foreign currencies (relative to the
U.S. dollar) based on (i) each country’s “commoditybased terms of trade” and (ii) each country’s “relative GDP per capita relative to its trading partners.”
In a fundamental trading strategy, one would take
a “long (short) position in a foreign currency if it
is undervalued (overvalued) in comparison to its
‘fundamental’ value.” Relative to the carry trade
strategy, the fundamental strategy generally has
Spring 2015

The researcher found that this “hybrid” strategy
“had a relatively high Sharpe ratio” and was “less
negatively skewed” compared to the pure carry
strategy. The results “suggest that the hybrid strategy could offer some insurance against crash risk
without sacrificing a high risk-adjusted average return achieved by the carry trade strategy.”
Can we apply Nozaki (2010)’s insight to passive
holdings of crude oil futures contracts? This paper
will argue yes. In the case of crude oil, what candidates do we have for fundamental metrics? Arguably,
the relevant metrics are (i) spare capacity; and (ii)
the inventory situation.
The current definition of spare capacity is as
follows. The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) has defined “spare capacity as the volume
of production that can be brought on within 30 days and
sustained for at least 90 days. . . . OPEC spare capacity
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FIGURE 7: Graph based on Plante and Yücel (2011), Chart 2. The red line is WTI prices while the blue line is OPEC excess capacity.
Oil prices are monthly averages. Sources of Data: U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) and the Wall Street Journal.

has provided an indicator of the world oil market’s ability
to respond to potential crises that reduce oil supplies,”
according to EIA (2014).
To motivate why the spare capacity situation
might be quite important to the behavior of crude
oil prices, one can review the circumstances of 2008.
We found out from the events of that year what
happens when the oil excess-capacity cushion becomes quite small. In July 2008, the role of the
spot price of oil was arguably to find a level that
would bring about sufficient demand destruction
so as to increase spare capacity, after which the spot
price of oil spectacularly dropped. This explanation
is drawn from researchers from both the Federal
Reserve Bank of Dallas and the U.S. Commodity
Futures Trading Commission.
Figure 7 excerpts from a Federal Reserve Bank
of Dallas paper. The red line shows WTI prices
while the blue line is OPEC excess capacity. When
OPEC excess capacity levels reached pinch-point
levels, the price of crude oil responded by exploding.
Figure 8 provides another way of illustrating
what happened to the price of crude oil as OPEC
spare capacity collapsed: it shows WTI oil prices
on the y-axis and OPEC spare capacity on the xaxis. The blue dots are data-points from January
1995 to February 2004, while the pink dots are from
March 2004 to August 2008, as OPEC spare capacity became ever lower. This graph is analogous to
the typical economics-of-storage graph where the
price of a commodity can become exponentially
high when there are low enough inventories. In the
case of crude oil, though, the relevant variable on
the x-axis has been spare capacity, at least over the

timeframe represented by Figure 8.
The previously referenced IMF working paper
showed the advantages of exiting a high-carry foreign currency if its fundamental valuation surpassed a threshold level. It may be the case that
one appropriate fundamental variable to monitor
in the case of crude oil is spare capacity. Specifically, one should consider toggling out of an oil
futures position when there is an indication of low
spare capacity in order to avoid the potential of an
eventual crash risk. How would have the returns
from a structural position in oil futures contracts
been affected if one used this fundamental variable?
The answer is that historically, negatively skewed
returns became positively skewed.
Over the period, February 1999 through January 2015, if one unconditionally bought and rolled
Brent futures contracts, the returns were 1.2% per
month and were negatively skewed. These results
exclude the returns from fully collateralizing one’s
futures contract holdings. But if one only held
Brent futures contracts when OPEC spare capacity
was greater than 1.8 million barrels per day, the
returns became 1.7% per month and the returns
were positively skewed, as shown in Figure 9. With
this strategy, one only held crude oil futures contracts 73% of the time, and the returns shown in
the middle column of Figure 9 were only calculated
when this spare-capacity condition held.
Returning to Figures 7 and 8, when supplyand-demand in the oil markets had been balanced
so tightly in 2008, a number of incidental factors
seemed to come into play in contributing to the
oil price spike. In 2008, these incidental factors
included a temporary spike in diesel imports by
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FIGURE 8: Source of Graph: Till (2014), Slide 19. Sources of Data: The WTI Spot Price is the "Bloomberg West Texas Intermediate
Cushing Crude Oil Spot Price," accessible from the Bloomberg using the following ticker: "USCRWTIC <index>”. The OPEC Spare
Capacity data is from the U.S. Energy Information Administration’s website. Presenting data in this fashion is based on Büyüksahin et al. (2008), Figure 10, which has a similar, but not identical, graph. Their graph, instead, shows “Non-Saudi crude oil spare
production capacity” on the x-axis. In Büyüksahin (2011), Slide 49, the energy researcher shows that this relationship structurally
changed after January 2009.

China in advance of the Beijing Olympics, purchases of light sweet crude by the U.S. Department
of Energy for the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, instability in Nigeria, and tightening environmental
requirements in Europe. Now even though the oil
price spike in 2008 was arguably due to fundamental factors, some market participants may have to
take into consideration the political environment
that they operate in. Figure 10 shows how often
a variant of the word, “speculate,” appeared in a
September 2008 U.S. Senate hearing. This particular
word usage spiked in comparison to other named
fundamental causes of the oil price rally of the time.
For some market participants, it may be advantageous to avoid crude oil futures exposure when
there is minimal global oil spare capacity so that
their investment or trading strategy would not be
labelled as “predatory.”
In review, when oil spare capacity reached
pinch-point levels, oil prices spiked higher, creating demand destruction, followed by the price of
oil consequently crashing. Interestingly, Goldman
Sachs analysts had predicted precisely this scenario
in 2005, which came to pass three years later, as
shown in Figure 11.

or, in the case of global data, are not reliably available. Can we potentially use a price-relationship
variable to proxy for ample supply relative to demand? If the answer is yes, has the use of this pricerelationship variable historically improved returns
during times of economic downturns and marketshare price wars? The answer to both questions has
historically been yes.
As shown in Figure 12, when crude inventories
have been ample, the front-to-back spread has been
in contango; and when inventories were scarce, the
front-to-back spread has been in backwardation.
Historically, a toggle based on the front-to-back
spread has provided further downside risk protection, as shown in Figure 13.
The strategy, conditional on both ample spare
capacity and the Brent futures curve trading in
backwardation, is positively skewed with its worst
monthly return being -15%. In this case, one only
held crude oil futures contracts 45% of the time, and
the returns shown in the right-hand column of Figure 13 were only calculated when both conditions
held.
A strategy of historically only entering into
Brent futures contracts when (??) there has been
sufficient spare capacity and (??) when there has
been low inventories (as implied by the futures
curve) has had appealing option-like characteristics.
This dynamic allocation strategy has historically behaved as if it owned collars on crude oil. Collars are
a combination option strategy of owning long puts
financed by owning short calls. Figure 14 shows

Avoiding Crash Risk During Times of Ample
Supply Relative to Demand
A market participant should also consider toggling
out of an oil position when there is evidence of
ample supply relative to demand.
Crude oil inventory data are either not timely
Spring 2015
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FIGURE 9: Source of Brent Futures Data: The Bloomberg. The Bloomberg ticker used for calculating Brent Futures-Only Returns is
“SPGSBRP <index>”. Source of OPEC Spare Capacity Data: EIA (2015), Table 3c; "mpd" stands for million barrels per day. These
results would only be appropriate for trading or investment purposes if (a) the EIA’s monthly data has not required substantial
revisions after publication; and (b) if the state-of-the-world represented by an empirical analysis over the period, 1999-through-thepresent, continues to be the case. Both assumptions cannot be guaranteed.

FIGURE 10: Chart Based on Chaturvedi (2013), Slide 31. Sources of Data: U.S. Senate and J.P. Morgan Commodities Research.

FIGURE 11: Graph based on Murti et al. (2005), Exhibit 2
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FIGURE 12: Graph based on Tchilinguirian (2003), Left-Hand-Side of Slide 18. Explanation of Abbreviations: NYMEX = New York
Mercantile Exchange; OECD = Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development; and M2- M1 = Second-Month Futures
Contract Price Minus First-Month Futures Contract Price.

FIGURE 13: Source of Brent Futures Data: The Bloomberg. The Bloomberg ticker used for calculating Brent Futures-Only Returns
is “SPGSBRP <index>”. Source of OPEC Spare Capacity Data: EIA (2015), Table 3c. Explanation of Abbreviation: "mpd" stands
for million barrels per day. These results would only be appropriate for trading or investment purposes if (a) the EIA’s monthly
data has not required substantial revisions after publication; and (b) if the state-of-the-world represented by an empirical analysis
over the period, 1999-through-the-present, continues to be the case. Both assumptions cannot be guaranteed.
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FIGURE 14: Conditionally entered v. Unconditionally entered brent crude oil future excess returns.

FIGURE 15: Rolling front-month WTI Crude Oil Future price. Source of Data: The Bloomberg
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FIGURE 16: Source of Data: Commodity Research Bureau. Calculations by Joseph Eagleeye of Premia Research LLC. Explanation
of Abbreviation: "GSCI" stands for Goldman Sachs Commodity Index.

how, across quartiles of Brent returns, the conditional strategy essentially gave up the possibility of
very large returns in exchange for avoiding quite
negative returns. This type of graphical analysis
was drawn from Fung and Hsieh (1997).
Now, at this point, one may be willing to concede that both the curve shape and spare capacity figures are helpful in deciding upon structural
holdings in crude oil futures contracts. But is this
information useful now when it appears that for
the time being, OPEC Gulf producers have shaken
off their traditional role of balancing the oil market? Saudi Arabia and other Gulf oil producers
had until recently acted as the central banker of
the oil market and had essentially provided a free
put to the marketplace in preventing a free fall in
oil prices, even in the face of new oil production,
particularly from the United States. Arguably, one
might compare the current price environment to
1986 when Saudi Arabia and other Gulf producers
apparently decided upon prioritizing market share,
according to Gately (1986). Figure 15 shows the
price path of crude oil in 1986. Drawing on Fattouh
(2014), there was also ample OPEC spare capacity at
the time. How did holdings in oil futures contracts
perform in 1986, both unconditionally and when
using a curve-shape toggle?
If one passively held and rolled WTI futures
contracts, one would have lost -25.5% in 1986, as
shown in Figure 16. Correspondingly, during that
time, if one only held WTI futures contracts if the
contract was backwardated, then the losses were
significantly lower at -8.8%, again demonstrating
the importance of curve shape as a signal.

The left-hand-side graph illustrates that the oil
price had been highly correlated to the inventory
situation before OPEC spare capacity started becoming an issue during 2004. This graph represents inventory as forward demand cover in days.
The right-hand-side graph shows that once spare
capacity became under pressure, oil prices became
highly correlated to spare capacity as a percentage
of world-wide demand. In both states of the world,
the oil futures curve trading in contango provided
a signal to consider toggling out of crude oil futures’ allocations. This statement requires some
additional explanation.
• Sufficient Spare Capacity. When there is sufficient spare capacity, a futures curve can potentially be “backwardated” since there is no
pressing need to incentivize precautionary
stockholdings in oil. When there is sufficient
spare capacity, the futures curve can also be
in contango when there is ample supply relative to near-term demand. In this state-of-theworld, the price of oil has been positively correlated to the front-to-back spread, as shown
in Figure 18.
• Inadequate Spare Capacity. When there is insufficient spare capacity, a futures curve needs
to be in “contango” since there is a pressing
need to incentivize precautionary stockholdings in oil. Simultaneously, the market responds with a demand-destroying price spike
to force the market into better balance, as seen
in Figures 7 and 8. In this state-of-the-word,
the price is oil has been negatively correlated
to the front-to-back spread, as shown in Figure 19.

In Summary, There are Two States of the World
for Crude Oil Prices, Depending on the SpareCapacity Situation

Financial Asset Diversification for Downside Hedging

Figure 17 provides another illustration of how there
are, arguably, two states-of-the-world in the oil markets; there is either sufficient spare capacity, or there
is insufficient spare capacity.
Spring 2015

A dynamic allocation strategy alone has not been
sufficient for holding the line against losses in a
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FIGURE 17: From Inventory Led to Capacity Driven. The upper small graph on the left-hand-corner shows Oil prices (y-axis) vs.
Forward demand cover in days. On the left: Oil Prices (Highly) Negatively Correlated to Inventories. On the right: Oil Prices
(Highly) Negatively Correlated to Spare Capacity. Sources of Data: Smith Barney and Bloomberg. Source of Graphs: Hicks and
Smith (2006), Slide 5.

FIGURE 18: Source of Graph: Amenc, Maffei, and Till (2008), Figure C-1. Source of Data: The Bloomberg.
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FIGURE 19: Source of Graph: Amenc, Maffei, and Till (2008), Figure C-2. Source of Data: The Bloomberg.

FIGURE 20: Source of Data: Commodity Research Bureau. Calculations by Joseph Eagleeye of Premia Research LLC.

crude-oil-dominated investment. Based on historical data, one should consider additional hedging
mechanisms. One could potentially take advantage
of the benefit of diversifying assets across different
economic scenarios. Interestingly, from a portfolio construction standpoint, U.S. equity returns did
fine in 1986 since declines in the price of crude oil
can arguably be like a tax cut for the economy, as
shown in Figure 20.
The S&P returned 13.2% over T-bills during 1986.
This provides evidence (but not conclusively) that
to truly hedge a decline in oil prices, a dynamic
allocation model may not be sufficient: superior
portfolio construction may also be necessary. That
is, one may need to include in one’s portfolio, assets that have a tendency to do well when the oil
markets are performing poorly. This point was amplified in Driesprong et al. (2008) with a dataset
from October 1973 through April 2003. These researchers found that across developed markets, on
average, a decrease in one month’s oil price indicated a higher stock market return the following
month. The impact of changes in oil prices on stock
returns tended to be economically large. More recently, HSBC examined the connection between oil
price declines and stock market performance over
the succeeding year. According to Evans-Pritchard
(2014), HSBC used data that stretched back to 1876
Spring 2015

and found that U.S. equities rose on average by
11 percent during previous 30%-plus drops in the
price of oil, as shown in Figure 21. These results are
a mirror image of what was covered at the outset
of this paper: not only do petroleum futures contracts potentially hedge downdrafts in the equity
markets, but the equity markets potentially hedge
downdrafts in the oil markets.

“Tumbling oil prices . . . [have been] a bonanza for
global stock markets, provided the chief cause has been a
surge in crude supply rather than a collapse in economic
demand,” wrote Evans-Pritchard (2014). But declining oil prices have not always preceded equitymarket rallies. If oil prices are undergoing a dramatic decline because of “the forces of global recession”, this can overwhelm “the stimulus or ‘tax cut’ effect for consumers and non-oil companies of lower energy
costs,” summarized Evans-Pritchard (2014). Under
that scenario, a Treasury hedge may be the most effective hedge for petroleum complex holdings. For
example, during the collapse of oil prices during
the Great Recession and the Global Financial Crisis
of the latter half of 2008, 10-Year Treasury Note
futures returns were 13.8% above T-bills. Please see
Figure 22.
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FIGURE 21: S&P 500 Performance in the 12 Months Following a Slump in the Oil Price. Sources of Data: HSBC, Thomson Reuters
Datastream, Global Financial Data. Source of Table: HSBC, as reproduced in Evans-Pritchard (2014).

FIGURE 22: Crude Oil Prices and Treasury Note Futures Returns During 2H08. Source of Data: The Bloomberg. The 10-year U.S.
Treasury Note Future Excess Returns (under 2H2008 Scenario) is equal to 13.87% [calculated based on rolling the futures contract
on the first business day of the first-notice-day month]. Source of Data: Commodity Research Bureau. Calculations based on work
by Joseph Eagleeye of Premia Research LLC.
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In conclusion, should investors potentially include
oil futures contracts in their portfolios? One could
argue that this is advisable only if the following
three conditions are met:
1. When the crude oil futures markets require
price-risk-bearing services.
2. When crude oil futures holdings are included
in a diversified investment portfolio.
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3. When the states-of-the-world that can be inferred from historical data can be expected to
continue into the future.
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